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INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARYI

fundamental constituents of nature
The fundamental forces are

is one for

Forces

These
free are

are
our approach theto

can

structure

well.

the

new theories.
to a local one.
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formal description of the structrure of the kind of
It is the structure of an

Conventionally one tries to extend
But another way is to try

magnetic four potential. 
They form the basis of 
interactions.

Every existing theory of massless par- 
Chapter IV deals with the algebraic 

Here we coin the word "bracket structure", after 
Schouten, for an elegant type of structure which both underlies Yang-Mills 
theory and General Relativity. Other structures are shown to be possible as 

An example of such an alternative structure is formed by supergravity 
theories. Both chapter III and IV are amply illustrated with the examples of 
known standard theories.

In supergravity theories a key role is played by massless spin-3/2 parti
cles, together with spin-2 particles. The main reason for the development of 
supergravity is not so much to explain new interactions, but to give a theo
retically more consistent and elegant description.

Chapter III gives a 
massless higher spin theories we are looking for. 
"extended massless free field theory", 
tides can be viewed as such a theory, 
structure of those theories.

The main reason why theories of higher massless spins are discussed from 
extended massless theory point of view is the approach chosen in this 

theories. Two basic approaches exist to construct 
a globally invariant theory 

to extend a locally invariant free

for an

is cen-

In this thesis an attempt is presented to construct theories of interact
ing massless particles with higher spins. As massless particles are involved, 
these theories must have local symmetries, except for spin 0 and spin The
ories of free, i.e. non-interacting massless particles already exist.

theories are invariant under commuting local symmetry transformations, 
which are generalisations of the familiar gauge transformation of the electro

Free field theories are described in chapter II. 
construction of theories with

The description of the most 
tered around field theories of massless particles, 
thought to be mediated by such particles. The helicity, or spin, 
those particles which account for the electromagnetic, the weak and the strong 
Interactions, and the spin is two for the gravitational interactions, 
due to particles of other helicities have not been observed.

thesis to search for new



consistent

are

fields. or

There is

the

The explicit forms of the interactions are listed in Appendix C.VI.
In-We do not

can
The

in are
are

A

is
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They give rise to non-commuting 
interactions are cubic in thegauge

Either they contain three fields which carry all the same spin, 
two of the fields carry the same spin and the third a different one.

in the properties of these first order lagrangians and
All this can be found in chapter

of an inverse mass

theory to a locally invariant interacting one.
second approach. How a new theory may be obtained in this way can be found in 
chapter V. The algorithm is not ours, but we did apply it for the first time 
to find new interactions rather than reobtaining known ones.

results, of course, 
gravity theories. 1 
ture of the full theory from the first order theory. In particular it 
shown that this is more difficult for theories of the supergravity type than 
for the selfcontained spin-2 selfinteraction theory.

a lot of systematics 
their transformation rules and commutators.

Actually the algorithm only constructs the interaction in first order in 
the coupling constant. Our original hope was that in this way one would have 
enough information to make a direct guess for a complete theory. However this 
happens not to be the case.

repeat every time the construction of these lagrangians.
stead, in chapter VII, we give, as examples, how the construction algorithm 

be applied to find first order spin-1 and spin-2 selfinteract ions, and the 
interaction of gravitation with spin-1/2 and spin-3/2 particles. The first 

be found in the literature, the second ones are new, although the 
just first order formulations of well known (super)- 

Furthermore it is shown how to extract the algebraic struc- 
is

Here we have chosen for the

ones can

By explicit construction it is established that 
interaction lagrangians in general do exist, 
first order gauge transformations. These

a self contained

Finally matter gauge couplings are studied in chapter IX. Here a gauge 
field is meant to be a massless field with spin equal or higher than one, 
with which a local invariance is associated. As an example the coupling of a

first order

The next chapter, chapter VIII, deals with spin-3 selfinteractions. 
non-trivial selfinteraction is found. The coupling constant has the dimension 

squared and the interaction is fully antisymmetric in the 
spin-3 field, like the Yang-Mills interaction. However there is no self 
contained spin-3 theory like General Relativity is a self contained spin-2 
theory. Some possible ways out to find a suitable algebraic structure for a 
theory involving massless spin-3 fields are indicated.



Again first order

be

of such systems.

spin masslessthe situation for of higherinteractions
is as follows.

but for can
found.
interactions.
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Summarizing, 
fields Not only do free lagrangians exist for arbitrary spin, 

all higher spins consistent cubic first order interactions can be 
There is a lot of systematics in the properties of these first order 

However, although a complete theory has not yet been given, it 
is highly probable that such a complete theory has to describe either all 
massless spins higher than two or no such spins at all.

is a

massless spin-s boson to massless spin-0 fields is studied, 
interactions can be found, and again the algebraic structure is problematic 

Probably, if one tries to include one type of higher spin 
is forced to include them all. An alternative notation in

tensors is proposed to deal with the algebraic properties

such a

for higher spins, 
interaction, one 
stead of symmetric



II MASSLESS FREE FIELD THEORIES

1. Introduction

Field theories for free massless particles exist for all integer and half

For massless

are
The trans-

finitehavemust to a
finiteFinite spins corresponddimensional to

Thus the trans-
irreducibleof the

the theunaf fecrted. This isgroup

field theory of massless particles invariancethis gauge
in classi-

theinThen the is not

discussed below.

the massless fieldBefore we towant

one
to

[6].of
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One might argue that
For instance,

integer spin.
tatlons of the covering group of the Poincar$ group [1]. 
cle is determined by the representation of 
group" of its four-momentum.

representations of 
"gauge Invariance".

HV 
derivatives

ways. Then the fundamental field is not gauge invariant, like 
quantum theory of electrodynamics, and the fields of the free field theories

hUV

Rarita-Schwinger Lagrangian for spin 3/2.
starting point for the construction of theories of Interacting massless 

particles.

assured in a trivial way, by using gauge invariant fields, 
cal electromagnetism . Gauge invariance also can be assured

fundamental field is not gauge Invariant, like

% ls 
order

as a

group 
particle three-momentum axis and two others, 
lation generators must be represented trivially 

irreducible representation.
dimensional irreducible representations of the little group, 
lation like elements of the little group leave the spin of 

Poincare

like F^, 
in non trivial

theories, we

Lagrangian field theories describing free massless particles of arbitrary 
spin were obtained several years ago (2-5]. For bosons these theories are 
generalisations of the Maxwell Lagrangian for spin 1, and for fermions of the 

Later these theories will be taken

in order

source of

Massless particles correspond to irreducible unitary represen- 
The spin of a parti

the covering group of the"little 
The little group is the subgroup of the Poincar£ 

group which leaves the four-momentum of the particle invariant.
particles the four-momentum is lightlike and the little group is isomorphic 
with the Euclidean group E2» Its generators are the rotation around the 

called translations.

proceed to describe 
point out that this starting point may be questioned.

should use other generalisations of the Maxwell equation.
for spin 2, it is suggested that the quantity which is analoguous 
not hilvl but rather the Chrlstoffel symbol r^ap, consisting of first

Proceeding in this way the field equation would

In a can be



This we consider undesirable and that is
why we prefer the lagrangians presented here.

except for that we
the This metric will betensoruse

2 . Massless bosons
a

For

(2.1) (x) 0

the field equation is a second order differential

(2.2) 0

where Pl-•-Ps

terms, and the symbolHere the notation
a

itself.
ature

The field equation (2.2) is invariant for the following gauge transforma
tion

(2.3) 60Pl-•-Ps

required to have vanishing trace.are

(2.4) 0(x)

For a massless spin-0 field there is no

13

fully symmetric real tensor field-
it must have zero double trace:

in reference [5] is used here, 
metric diag(+,-,-,-)

E1 
p

E1 
p

E1 
p

E2 
p 

The left hand side

X 
\P3...ps

d Pl

0Pl ••• Ps

WPl-•-Ps

W (x)Pl-•-Ps

Like the Maxwell equation, 
equation:

+ E2 
p

X 
’ Xpw...ps

“p R
a0p5...ps

denotes a symmetrized sum of s
symmetrized sum over all pairs PpPj of fcs(s-l) terms.

of (2.2) has zero double trace, like 0 itself. We refer to the literal * * *
[2,3,4] for the proof that the physical degrees of freedom of

satisfying (2.2) are those of a massless particle of helicity +s.

d £Pl P2---Ps

where the gauge parameters £ (x)P2-••Ps

To describe a massless spin-s boson, 
(x) is used.

dP0
PP2-•-Ps

s > 4

Bjorken-Drell 
denoted by r)^v .

contain more than two derivatives.

Gauge transformations on 0 commute.

a field

d d 0'Pl P2

The same notation as



is preserved by gaugeof 0tracelessness

relatedtransformation is
left hand side of thethe
be specific,To 4>not

(2.5) 0d Xp3...ps

T.

Theaction principle.

(2.6)

gives rise to a field equation equivalent to (2.2)

0(2.7)

In other words, Lq
The

thatsource ,0 ’

0(2.8)

isThe fact that the

14

S E2

. wx 
p2 -

WP
> PP3”-Ps

W
Pl...ps

equation of

for arbitrary <J> the

\ E1

dP(L0

the quantities W , 
“1 * *’^s

motion (2.2), are not independent.

following identity holds

• 6pii2.. .Ps

Lo

appear at

So, actually, the identity (2.5) is not 

implies a source constraint.

- ^s(s-l )<t>'

axwXP2.. .)!<.

,x w P|13' xP3..-Ps p

Lo *■*U1-•-Us
is used to denote the coefficient of 6<t> in the variation 

stands for the left

Hl-'-Hs
(-I)**1

for lack of a better name source constraint. This 
which would

■ 2(s-l) g2 Ws L°,6xxptlM-

a source

This identity we shall call, 
name is chosen because (2.5) implies that any source T n.(x) P|••*PS 

the right hand side of (2.2) must satisfy (2.5) with W replaced by 
constraint, but rather

The field equation (2.2) may be derived from an 
following lagrangian

The double

to the fact thatThe existence of this gauge 
which form

traceless divergence rather than the full divergence 
involved, stems from the fact that the gauge parameters are traceless. Expli
cit forms of the lagrangians Lo, as they follow from (2.2) and (2.6) are given 
in Appendix B for spin 0, 1, 2 and 3.

Here the symbol Ln 
of the action due to a change in (£. in uunei wulus, hj 
hand side of the equation of motion as derived from the lagrangian Lo .

constraint (2.5) for W, when expressed in terms of Lq A , states 
its traceless divergence vanishes identically:

gauge transformation.
transformations.



3. Massless fermions

The description of a massless spin (s+i) fermion is very much like that
spin-s boson. fully symmetric Majorana tensor-a

fieldspinor where the spinorial index Some
found

(2.9) 0

first order differential equation which reduces to the

(2.10) 0

where
PP2---Ps

Note that the triple gamma contraction of Q vanishes.

field equation (2.10) is invariant forIn the
transformation

(2.11) d

Here the gauge parameter e is required to have vanishing gamma trace:

(2.12) 0

and triple-gamma-Such transformations they thecommute preserve
transformation is the followingRelated theto

(2.13) 0

The lagrangian

is(2.14)

15

E1 
P

gauge 
tracelessness of <i> .

i E1 
P

1
" 8

X
Xp3...ps

Q P1---Ps

QPl-•-Ps

E1 d
P I

gauge
source constraint for the left hand side of the field equation

is suppressed.
For (s+i)>(7/2)

=
P1---Ps

L0

PlEp2*""Ps

Y epp3.-.ps

6<l> 
Pl-•-Ps

' Y% 
Pl I

- Y% P
a ppif • • .ps

= i(-l)S{^ QP1”*Ps
Pl•• • Ps

s(s-l) Q
PP3---Ps

case s>3/2,

The field equation is a

Rarita-Schwinger equation for (s+i)=3/2:

; p qou2---Rs
P2---PsP a

apQPP2-■-Ps - Xp2-"Ps a QP2

X p3...psj

of a It is represented by
‘‘'Pl-’-Ps00 ’

properties of Majorana spinors can be found in Appendix A. 
the triple gamma contraction is required to vanish

the gauge



leads to a field equation equivalent to (2.10):

(2.15)
Pl--Us

(2.16)
»4>app3... ps

0

4. Field strengths

of the spin-1 case (5).

(2.17)

j

The

16

s
j-o

E1
P

d Pl

Fm...ps;pi...ps

nP2P3 ) 
•Ps

YP2
1

2s

Explicit forms of the free lagrangians for massless fields with spin 1/2, 
3/2 and 5/2 fields can be found in Appendix B.

For spin-(s+^) fermions the expression for the field strength is obtained 
by replacing the s-tensor <t> everywhere in (2.17) by the s-tensor-spinor (|>.

ap(Lo j
»<PPP2’ • -Ps

...d d
Pj Pj+1

denotes a symmetrized sum over the permutations of the 
' similar for {p^}. Even if the trace of the gauge param

still the field strength is Invariant for (2.3).

P P

L0 t - Q•^Pl--Ps 1

2s p

(])■'(-1)J .. .d 4>Ps Pl*••PjPj+1*’’Ps

Here the symbol • 
indices {Pj}» and 
eters does not vanish,

- ^Ely YPQ “ ^E2n QP = 0
P Pl PP2”Ps P P1P2 PP3”Ps

When expressed in terms of Lo the source constraint (2.13) states that Its 
gamma-contractionless divergence vanishes:

It is of interest that for all these spins there is a free field strength 
which generalizes the F^v of the spin-1 case (5). The field strength is the 
simplest gauge invariant object linear in the field which does not vanish when 
the free field equations are satisfied. For spin-s bosons it is a linear 
combination of terms containing s derivatives in the symmetric s-tensor field:

field strength is fully symmetric in the indices {Pj} and fully 
symmetric in the indices {Pj}- For the simultaneous interchange of both sets 
of indices, it is symmetric for s even, and antisymmetric for s odd. Further
more the field strength enjoys a cyclicity property:



0(2.18)

" 7 ( R )(2.19)

represents the linearized Riemann tensor.Here
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24
" 3

F
P1P2»P1P2

F
P IP 1J P2P2

0
P1P1J P2P2

F 
P1P2JP1P2

R° 
P1P2JP2P1

R°
P1P1JP2P2

For s=2, the field strength (2.17) is a linear combination of the linear
ized standard Riemann curvature and vice versa:

R°
P1P1;p2P2

E1 F
P Pl-•’PsiPs+lPl*•*Ps-l



Ill EXTENDED MASSLESS THEORIES

1. Introduction

masslessis theories ofOur aim to construct

are
after.

those features will be stressed most which
theories.

on e-g-,an

Some subtleties,sions of free theories.
the are

section 3.
of freeextensionsviewedknown as

theories.

Extending a free lagrangian2.

4>’ =(3.1) 4> +4>

(3.2) 0
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particles, 

tions.

The gauge invariance of the free lagrangian is equivalent to the "free source 

constraint" (2.8;2.16), symbolically written as

parameters of

To illustrate these ideas, 
theories of massless particles

That they can also be constructed when starting from a free theory 
will be shown in Chapter VII.

esting possibilities a priori, 
less elegant than an exposition 
could have been.

one, 
The structure proposed here is realized 

spin-2 and spin-3/2 fields, as will be shown in 
this chapter.

can be viewed as exten-

Of course are important with 
respect to the construction of new theories. Also, our presentation must be 
valid for any spin, and as general as possible in order not to exclude inter- 

These requirements force our discussion to be 
gravitational interactions alone

aLM

interacting higher spin
In this chapter, and

In section 2 it is shown how interacting theories
due to the possibility to redefine 

the gauge transformation, are discussed in 
in section 4 it is shown how some well-

In the previous chapter we described free lagrangians for massless spin-s 
For s>^ these lagrangians were invariant for gauge transforma- 

The change of the field under such a gauge transformation may be writ
ten symbolically in the form

the field and

particles which will be done in later chapters (V-IX).
in the next one, it will be stated in more detail what kind of theory we 

in known theories of spin-1,
the examples at the end of

can be



Remember that L »4>

the

that.

It is reasonable
a

Let
that are

from
ofstructureno

power series instraint of the full theory. a

(3.3) L

fullthethe limit ofin

theinvolved isderivatives tothe number ofThen
as

19

directly related
follows from the dimensional rulesdimension of the coupling constant g, 

(h=c=l):

»4> 
motion.

order lagrangian Lq must be one of the free lagrangians of the 
preceding chapter, or a linear combination of them.

Thus, in the limit of the coupling constant going 
lagrangian reduces to the lagrangian of a free theory.

source con-

gauge Invariance of the 
gauge invariance assures that the full lagrangian de

number of physical degrees of freedom as the free one. 
for spin 1 and for spin 2, the gauge transformations

quite different from those of the free theory. The main difference is that 
they no longer commute. Reasoning in this way, the proposed 
theories for massless interacting particles is as follows.

+ gLj + g2L2

to assume

aL°,*

that this asymptotic invariance induces 
full lagrangian. The gauge invariance assures that 
scribes the same

Unless otherwise stated, only the case where is (i+2)-linear in the 
fields will be considered.

Let us assume that asymptotic regions exist, where the particles partici
pating in a collision are free. There are reasons to doubt the validity of 
this assumption, but let us not worry about that. Then in the asymptotic 
region we may use free field theories. Such theories have to be gauge invari
ant, otherwise there is a conflict with Lorentz invariance.

Essentially only one more assumption is made about the structure of the 
lagrangian. It must be possible to write the full lagrangian as a polynomial 
in the fields and their derivatives. The same must apply to the 

If the lagrangian is viewed as 
terms of a coupling constant g,

the lowest

us remember

to zero,

denotes the left hand side of the equation of motion corre
sponding to a lagrangian L. In general L is not zero. It is zero only for 
fields which satisfy the equations of motion. However, (3.2) states that 

vanishes always, whatever 0.

must be one of



(3.4)

3/2

For

powerLet
series in the coupling constant g:

(3.5) BC*, L 0

B(*. L + gBjU; Lwhere

and has a "polylinear"Here

may depend onB as

) + b10(d$, Lboo(4’» L)(3.6)

more

(3.7)

(3.8) 0

20

B(*. L,^ 
dependence on $. 
free theory, 
l.e.

»L0

___  . . . SL
♦) Vfj°Y a(aaapdY6) "

_ 3L _ 8L 3La* a a(aa4>) «a(aaap

.) + g2B2(«.,a; l >

-D)

B(*, L .> <t>

Substituting the right hand side of (3.3) in (3.5), terms can be collected 
order by order. To zeroth order in g we find back the source constraint of 
the free field theory

,*> + -

.) + bOi(<t>, dL »<P

acts linearly on L,x
tensorial type as the gauge parameter of the 

space-time derivatives of 0 and L,a as well,

L,4>

The are i-linear in 0. The total number of space-time derivatives occur
ring in a particular B^ is fixed by the dimensions of the field and the left 
hand side of the field equation L,

dL A> v

as a

for a

,) - b(0(x), L,^(x))
B has the same

Instance, for a coupling constant with dimension -D (i.e. [g]=[mass]
• the number of derivatives in a first order lagrangian trilinear in bose fields 

is (D+l), and in a first order lagrangian bilinear in fermion fields and 
linear in a bose field it is (D).

[lagrangian density] = [mass]*4
[derivative] = [mass] 
[Bose field] = [mass] 
[Fermion field] - [mass]

4>
Since L can contain second and higher order space-time derivatives of the 

field, the Euler-Lagrange equations contain in general more terms than the 
standard two:

us write the source constraint of the full lagrangian



From the first order in g we find

(3.9) ) 0

acts linearly on Lq one has thereforeAs

(3.10) 0

The above lies basis ofthe construction algorithm forat our
This will be discussed in chapter V.

source

JdMx C B(0, L for all £(x) and all $(x)(3.11) 0

toare
as

fd^x T(»,O L for all £(x) and all 4»(x)0(3.12)

If an action is required to be Invariant for a transforma-

* *'(x)♦ (x)

one must have

- S[<t.'(x)]S[*(x)J(3.13)

we must

0( (4>’-<l>)2)= S(»’J(3.14) $[♦]

21

In order to demonstrate this, we contract
The resulting expression is a scalar density which vanish-

=0 :»

On the other hand, 
tion

gauge parameter £.
es for every £. After an integration over space-time one has

an new operator 
eter E , contracted with L. :<t>

equation 
interacting theories.

for 0 such that Lo

A gauge transformation for the lagrangian (3.3) is implied by the 
constraint (3.5). In order to demonstrate this, we contract B(4>, L, ) with a

If only invariance under an infinitesimal transformation is required, 
have

+ B^(4>; LqaLl,«

aLl,«

Next, by means of partial integrations all space-time derivatives of B acting 
on L, are shifted away to E and 4> , the other argument of B. The result 
can be viewed as an new operator T - T($>(x) ,E(x) ) linear in the gauge param-



Then It is sufficient that

(3.15) (0

(3.16) 0* - 0 + T(0,£)0

= 0 + d0 + g T^C^;^) + g2 T2(0,0;£)

For free theories there is no
of thedifference versionbetween the

transformation. Yet

Let us study the effect of two successive gauge transformations.

T(4>i,e2)4>1 — <t> + Tf^,^) ♦(3.17) 412 _ <t>l♦

Often a different notation will be employed:

(3.18) ♦ 4*12 - + 64 4

The commutator on the field will be defined as follows:

(3.19) *12 - 421

In theories with interactions we

* 4 + [6.(3.20) 0

22

different concepts.
used, we will always

For free theories, this commutator vanishes.
shall study the transformation induced by the commutator:

[V(i] * =

Here we want
gauge 

in general finite and infinitesimal transformations are 
When in the following the term gauge transformation is 
mean infinitesimal gauge transformation.

as can be checked

to add the following remark.
finite and the infinitesimal

41 - 4 + '52*1

♦ ) = 0L > 0

a power series in g analoguous to the expansion of the 
in (3.5). Not only there is a one-to-one correspondence 

between the source constraint operator B and the infinitesimal gauge transfor
mation T, but this correspondence holds order by order in g, 
easily.

where T is expanded as 
source constraint

So (3.12) implies that L is invariant under infinitesimal gauge transforma
tions of the form



[6,(3.21)

Let us define a special kind of directional derivative:

“ {f(4r»-e4>(<t>))—f(4>)}(3.22)

(3.23)

(3.24) 6S

In particular the change in the action induced by the commutator is

- fd^x D (L, D (T(*,g2),T(4>,51)) ) (1-2)(3.25) ♦♦
for the transformationsOn the other

(3.17).

G[4>(x),^(x)](3.26)

4>(x), £(x).vanishes for every

Of course the functional derivative of G must vanish too. As a consequence we
find

0(3.27)

Substituting the explicit definition (3.22) ofNow compare (3.25) and (3.27).

23

lim
£-0

In general is not t^ie f°rm T(<t>>^)’
the action is invariant for the transformation induced by the commutator.

D4>(T(4>,^2),T(4>,Ci)) - D4>(T(4>,^1),T(<|>^2))

D (f(4>),<|,(4>)) = 4>

- fd^x D (L, T(*,5))

>6- ]$ “52 51

- fd^x D (L, 5<|,)*

= Jd^x D ( D (L,T(4,,C2), T(4,,^1))<t>

= T(<J)+T( 0 ) , ^2)-T(0,^2)+T(0,^1)-T(4>+T(4>,^2) )

Let us first express the commutator on the field in terms of T:

ss00"1

Because the gauge parameters are infinitesimal, this enables us to rewrite the 
commutator as follows:

Nevertheless, as shown next,

Employing the same notation, the change of the action due to a change 6$> in <t> 
is given by

hand, we know the action is invariant
This can be expressed by the fact that the following functional G



3. Field redefinitions and gauge parameter redefinitions
in the
"faketrue.reverse
fielddo freenot an a

take care

(t>r = R(<t>) = <t> + gR2(4>,4>) + g2R3 < ♦ > , 4>) + •(3.28) 4>

R is required to haveare i-linear in $.Here the

(4>r) - ♦r ” gR2($r»4>r) +(3.29) R4>

in the standard free lagrangian gives

Lq (<t>) ■Lo(4>)(3.30)

The suffix "r" stands for redefinition.

<t> + isIf <|>The an

(R(4>)+35) = + 35 + Tr(4>,5)(3.31) R♦

Two characteristics of fake interactions can be noted.

vanishes modulo
as ,<*>

24

transformation changes accordingly.
Loris invariant for

Substituting the series expansion of 
a fake interaction:

transformations (3.31)
R"1(R(0)+d5+dh)- 

the

D, one sees that the antisymmetrical part in and £2 °f the r-h*s (3.27) 
is identical to the r.h.s of (3.25). This completes the proof that the action 
is invariant for the commutator transformation.

Lo(4>r(4>))

an inverse

gauge
invariance of Lo , then

Although for every interacting theory the lagrangian can be cast 
form (3.3), the reverse is not true. Some lagrangians, here called 
interactions", do not represent an interaction but merely 
theory. Later, when trying to construct new interactions, we must 
of not mistaking these fake Interactions for real ones.

First, the gauge 
commute, since under two successive transformations 

| * R *(R($)+dE+dq). Second, for fields 4>(x) which satisfy the free field 
equation, the first-order-in-g part of the lagrangian Lor 
total divergencies, as it equals gR2(l,4>) Lo a*

Fake interaction lagrangians are connected to the standard free lagran
gians of chapter II by means of field redefinitions. Such a field redefini
tion has the generic form



gauge parameter
- 5r - ^ + gE($,O£

- 5 + gE^*;?) + g2S2(0,*;5) + ..(3.32)

the and linear in £. Then the transforma-

♦ ' - ♦ + Kj/lM)) (♦,5)*

(3.33) " <t> + + gTj

The suffic "gr" stands for gauge parameter redefinition.

redefinitions.
constructed

4. Examples of extended theories

of sectionsillustrate the ideas theTo we some

The Yang-Mills lagrangian is given by [7,8,9]

lGpvl(3.34) L

where

25

_ 1 c : 
4g2

- ♦ + Tgr

8r(*;O + g2T28r( + ••

with, as usual, the E^ i-linear in <t> 
tion rule (3.16) will be changed to

The other topic we want to discuss in this section is the possibility of 
gauge parameter redefinitions. Let us make the following substitution for the

a gauge 
leave the action invariant.

It is important to be aware of the existence of field and gauge parameter 
As will be shown later on they give some freedom to modify a 

T(4>,C) term in a gauge transformation. Both transformations, 
(3.16) and (3.33), leave the action invariant. Unlike field redefinitions, 
however, gauge parameter redefinitions do affect the commutator of the gauge 
transformations.

preceding sections we give 
examples. The pure gauge Yang-Mills action, the pure gravitational Einstein- 
Hilbert action, the interaction of a spin-^ field with gravitation, and the 
supergravity action can be viewed as extended free theories. We start in this 
section from the known theories and separate the free lagrangian from the 
various terms in the power series expansion of the interaction. In Chapter 
VII it will be shown that the Interaction terms can be actually be constructed 
by means of the methods of Chapter V.



- g2 f(3.35) » gF

some number N.to

for we

(3.36) L

with Lq a sum of free spin-1 lagranglans

(3.37) -VL0 -

and Lj and L2 given by

Fpvl%Ll
(3.38)

ijk

(3.39) (A,

fortransformation a

The

isnot g

as

the

are
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1
Viv

peated indices is implied.
Lie group, 
can write

The infinitesimal form of the gauge transformation which leaves the lagrangian 
(3.34) invariant is given by

+ d A P

iFlxvi 
pv

For the pure gravitational Einstein-Hilbert action [9,10] things are not
The action is a functional of the

A J Ak

l2

ljkAA F 1 
pv

A
to the gauge 

The Yang-Mills lagrangian is special in two ways, 
finite, and, not unrelated, the coupling constant

A J 
p

A J 
p

. vm AA**1film

A 1 
p

-A 1 
R

G 1 
pv & A 1 

p v

A k
V

Avk

The internal indices i,j,k run from 1 to some number N. Summation over re- 
The f’s have to be the structure constants of some 

Clearly the lagrangian has the form of an extended theory,

JAk, 
p V »

+ g fljk

= Lo + gLj + g2L2

transparent as for the Yang-Mills case.
metric field g^(x)

Before proceeding further, we must warn the reader. Contrary to 
usual convention, indices are always raised and lowered with the (constant) 
Minkowski metric and never with g^^(x). In particular a distinction must 
be made between g^^(x) and lts inverse g^V(x). Using the above notation, the 
pure gravitational lagrangian is given by

In the limit of vanishing g this reduces 
free spin-1 field, 
series (3.36) is 
dimensionless.



(3.40) L

where

(3.41) /-g

(3.42) R

- 8(n) + <[<apg(iX+ 8PlASp + gpva^p](3.43)

the space-time pointto same x,

as
as

(3.44) ’ V +
From (3.44) power series expansions for /(-g), g and T are obtained easily:

/-g =

+ <*♦...(3.45)
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With the help of these formulas a series expansion for the lagrangian can be 
given (total divergencies are dropped)

theory, we must 
is defined by

RVKVp

= d :p

8PV

8pv

- axr\u

K3h“phPxhXV

'Ax)(n^

tT _ Khnv + K2hP hpv _
P

exp( Vr(ln(gpp)) ) - 1 + %KhPp -

2
= /-g R

®\(x) 8PP(X) ■ ”xp

r\x

r\x

the lagrangian of an extended free field 
field variable. Instead we use h (x) which pvnot use

- rv rp pX

= * ^V’Ax'VJ

rV .<Xp

r\x

+ rv rpPH kX

If we

= [det(-gpv)]^

want to write (3.40)

+ ic2h\hp + k3...8 X p

where the l.h.s and the r.h.s refer 
and £^(x) is the gauge parameter field.

The action is invariant for general coordinate transformations. This can 
be expressed by the invariance of the lagrangian (3.40) for the infinitesimal 
transformation

x h (x) pvv(x)



(3.46) + K2 L2 +L = L0 +

turns as

) + (dPh )(a'V )
IV pp V

(3.47)

an

From (3.43)
for

+ h d £p)(3.48)

is an extension of

a

beThe fieldsinteraction of cannot
One is forced to introduce a

and thus contains sixvierbein

ones.
-we

is irrelevant.

there

"withtwoare or

torsion". a

same way.

In case there is no torsion, the lagrangian is given by

(3.49) L 4*

with

(3.50) e

28

I r

half-integer spin 
alone.

DP

h pv

h pv

ters, 
distinction maybe, for our considerations -we merely want to point out that 
these theories can be written as extensions of free theories- this distinction

Thus we see that the gauge transformation of 
a spin-2 free field gauge transformation, 
gian can be written as an extension of

the field h pv
Thus the pure gravitational lagran-

free massless spin-2 theory.

L3

2-e R

h d J pp v

= det(ea^)

d C + d £ + <(d h £P+ 
P V V p p pv

l° - *<aP\?2 - *<aA)2 • (aVV)(a?P

K Ll

gravitational 
described in terms of the metric

(unphysical) degrees of freedom more than g.
actually have two kind of indices, 

and "Lorentz" indices, denoted by Latin
for our considerations -we merely want

h ’ = h pv pv

Contrary to the Yang-Mills case the series expansion (3.46) for L contains 
infinite number of terms. From (3.43) an infinitesimal gauge transformation 

(x) follows

a massless spin-2 field

8pv(x) 
which is not symmetric in a and p, 

As indicated by the notation, we 
"world" indices, denoted by Greek charac- 

How fundamental this

1 7 i e 2 4* Y

For the coupling of a massless spin-^ field to gravitatlon[9,11], 
physically distinct possibilities, "with torsion" or "without 
The mass of the spin-^ field is taken zero only for simplicity, 

massive spin-^ field can be coupled in the

Lo turns out to be the standard lagrangian of 
given in chaper II:



(3.51) (u>)R nab

bR'

(3.52) (e)

-(3.53) (e)

)(30ecp)eCJ
and

(3.54) ‘’ab5 *

The first is equivalent the pure gravitationalinterm to

(3.55) ,(x)

(implying e11 eV = g11■v andb b

true

formulas (3.52)-(3.55) still apply with one major
exception.

(3.56) (<P)(e)

) 4>(3.57) (<P)

the
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~vb e i

ab= U)^ I

ab u)

Einstein-Hilbert 
ab)

_ ( ~ p a ~°b_ b~aa

ab 
U)^

ab 
0)

~ b
%bev

ab 
u>^ 1

ab
= I

= V

Jia

eb • 
p v

b .
v6 p-

+ x h i pv

.ebtT

 ab- o co V p

-d < v v

, ac 1+ 0) 0)v pc

’(a ea 
u

ea )

Kkab

Kkab1
epk

■eva(a,

the lagrangian 

lagrangian (3.40) if one makes the identification

x2 - , k ab a bk. b ak ak
- i (y o -y q +y 0 -n '

- 8pv(x)v(x)%<X>

So in case of torsion the first

ac b-co (0 p vc

term of the lagrangian is not equivalent to 
lagrangian (3.40). On substitution of the formulas 

for co dU the difference between the two versions of the lagrangians turns out p
to be only of order x2 and quartic in the spin-^ field:

" w
i^v(x) alone, this
Here we really do

In the torsion case,
Now we have

- eU?\Rab a b pv

D

Ab^ bk
V +T) ■

Although the first term can be expressed as a function of h 
is not true for the spin-^-gravitation interaction term, 
need the vierbein.

ab , x - ab t (co) = 0 0) pv p V



L(u(e,<p)} - L[e(u)} -
(3.58)

((^Yka1-’<p)(0Yjakl<p) - V4’Yka1j<l')2 - ^(4>Y1°1 j'P)2)

Besides the

tions.

(3.59)

(3.60) 6<|> 4*°ab

to
extended

Here we choose

(3.61)

)

AtK

+ K? I>2 +L(h, v,4>)(3.62) Lo +

of the same free spin-2 lagrangian (3.47) as before, and the

(3.63) L0(spln-^) -

The difference betweenThe antisymmetric field L0.

30

Van ' 
indices

16

+ <h pv

6e ap

■ V

- e pa

e e ap av

!ap> + <VX)eaX + Qabe\)

Vap

Vap

with Lo the sum 
free spin-lj lagrangian

x Lx

p again.
defined by (3.55) and the 

as new varia-

(e ap

K + ^ab \ x Q

K ( ^(SXe

implying eau = na(1 + \ <ha(1 + % 
tion between Lorentz and world

When using vierbeins, 
vector parameter related 
the antisymmetric tensor parameter Q*

The infinitesimal gauge transformations of the fields which belong 
this system are

does not enter in

This can be

i ^YPap<l<

Note that this is consistent with the case of pure gravitation, since (3.48) 
follows from (3.55) and (3.59). In order to exhibit the structure of an 

free theory we must change our variable ea, 
accomplished in many ways. Here we choose h^(x) 
antisymmetric part of the vierbein (when viewed as a 4x4 matrix) 
bles

+ 0(k2).
; is lost.

there are two kinds of gauge parameters.
to general coordinate transformations, there is 

related to local Lorentz transforma- 
to

this point the distinc- 
Expressing the lagrangian

(3.49) in terms of h,v and <|>, one finds a power series



the formulations with and without torsion appears only in order x2.

The
for

does not transform

of (3.59). and h its

6v6v rather thanQ
This field isoccurence

no

can

This

as follows

- \(3.64) L

e and R are given by (3.50) and (3.51). There is torsion present:Here

ab (<M(3.65) au, . .= "n (e) + ek|

f ak va ? -Kkab =

The covariant derivative is given by

’ab* *0(3.66)

Three kinds of infinitesimal gauge trans-

a

31

(3.60) for there is 
lagrangian has

gives rise to transformation laws 
remains the same (3.48) as

In particular

ab u)p

ab

DP

b ,a . -a kY <p + 4, y

DP

eap

transformations, 
tions. They are parametrized by

Van 
will by the Q-dependent part 
transformation rule looks like

^eR 
K2

(dp- \

<Vb)-k

gauge transformation (3.59) of ea^ 
and vap* The transformation law for

Kkab<

Qab

pvpo 7 5e V Yv

So we can conclude that the lagrangians of gravitationally interacting 
spin-*j fields can be written as extensions of the theories of massless spin-2 
and spin-^ fields.

pure gauge 
theory scheme discussed in the preceding sections.

inhomogeneous term present as its corresponding free 
no gauge invariance.

The last example we want to discuss in this chapter is the minimal super- 
symmetric extension of the pure gravitational lagrangian [12-14].

terms of a vierbein e~ and a Majorana vector
pure 

lagrangian can be expressed in 
spinor field

for the Einstein-Hilbert lagrangian. In particular h 
abunder Q . The field v„,, is pure gauge in the sense it can be adjusted at

Written in terms of

+ icT1(v,h;Q,O
; of a

- dQ + xT^(v,h;Q,5) • 
a generalisation of the extended 

In the transformation rule

Here no mass term can be included.
formations leave this supersymmetric lagrangian invariant: general coordinate 

local Lorentz transformations and supersymmetry transforma
vector field , an antisymmetric tensor-



and a spinor field e respectively.

(3.67)
P

under £ and Q is given by

+ +(3.68) °ab

and its supersymmetry transformation by

(3.69)

Then the

(3.70) L

In this case
+ L0(spin-3/2)L0(spin-2)Lo

where

ePVP<’ VS YvL0(spin-3/2) =
(3.71)

= - 4 (?^ - 4*2 P P

are given by (3.68), (3.69). K
are

(3.72) + 0(<)+ a .5.V p

+ 0(K)

+ 0(K)
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The infinitesimal gauge transformations for h and v follow easily.
To lowest order in

For (|> they 
the gauge transformations

1
" 2

d e P

6v ap Q ap

6h pv

= Lq + + k2L2 + <3L3

Dpe

6e ap

field Qab

a 5 p V

v ^ab k Q

6(|> P

Ya

6(|> P

6<p P \ % %

The transformation rule for the vector-spinor

The transformation of the vierbein due to £ and Q remains 
(3.59), while its sypersymmetry transformation is given by

the same as

- I k2 *

Now we express the vierbein in the fields h and v as done in (3.61). 
lagrangian (3.64) assumes the form of an extended free theory.

ap ,l'o



<-K)
Thus thewhile

a
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P 
no

and (p
has

In the limit <-*0 hpv 
3/2 fields, while vap 
extension of the free theory introduces
and an
tains also the field v 
it can be "gauged away" 
freedom.

transform as free massless spin-2 and spin
physical degrees of freedom left.

selfinteraction of the spin-2 field 
interaction between spin-3/2 and spin-2 fields. The interaction con- 

which obeys such a strong gauge transformation that 
completely i.e. it represents no physical degrees of 

It does not enter in Lq.



IV ALGEBRAIC STRUCTURE OF TRANSFORMATIONSTHE GAUGE

Introduction

com-
Therefore possible algebraic structu-

f ield

(4.1)

as well.

substitutions and therefore associate
the infinitesimalis that

(4.2) 0

As we saw in the preceding chapter, the commutator of two transformations
which leave action invariant will leaveagain that action invariant.an

[6€2,651] * ’ V(4.3)

The and and in the most generalparameter a
field 4>

there is an in-

(4.4)

such that

34

The algebraic structure of the proposed 
plicated than one might have hoped for. 
res will be studied in detail.

When one studies the Invariances of a particular action, 
finite dimensional class of obvious invariances of the type [15]:

cyclic

Therefore only sets of gauge transformations will be studied with the property 
that the commutator of two of such transformations belongs to the

This associativity is expressed by the fact 
transformations satisfy the Jacobi identity

depends on 
as well.

'52’653]] * '

0' = 0 + 6^0 = 0 + T(0,£)

Transformations of the type (4.1) 
ative.

with C1J = -CJ1,

same set.

We will limit ourselves to infinitesimal gauge transformations on a 
0(x) due to a parameter £(x) :

4,1 ♦ + (^(♦.S.x,...) L j

are allowed
Here T is linear in the infinitesimal parameter £, but does not have to be li
near in 0. Space-time derivatives of 0 and E, are allowed to occur in T(0,£)

case on the

gauge theories can be more



6CS(4.5) 0.♦J '

one

r.h.s has

i6£ ] *(4.6)

and
like (4.6).commutators

is essential as well.

In thesections

2. Field independent commutators and bracket structures

[a.(4.7) *

Here ,€2! defines the commutator of the parameters ^2:

(4.8) g[^2»^ll ’ a

04>

implies

35

cyclic

Therefore, when studying the commutator 
determined modulo such invariances and (4.3) is

they do not reduce the 
and one excludes these

,6- ] $ = 52 51J

= 6aC1 + C

68(52.5i]

C” L

6(53. (52.51] 1

The last expression needs only to hold modulo parameters which induce no chan
ge in the field. For simplicity, we assume such parameters do not exist. The 
Jacobi identity on the fields, reading

ries, 
called "on shell closure of the algebra".
not sufficient that (4.6) reduces to (4.3) for fields which satisfy the equa
tions of motion, but that the antisymmetry of

In this section a special type of transformations will be studied, those 
where a does not depend on the field 4>. So we may write

Yet we want

‘ fd"X L.6i

iJ(52.51)

to be

In locally supersymmetric theo- 
This phenomenon is 

to stress that it is

where 6^ and 6^ are not 
transformations

in such invariances, as 
of physical degrees of freedom of the field, 

invariances from the set considered.
(4.3), the 1
"relaxed" to

Usually one is not interested 
number

of the type (4.4).
can have

the following sections the consequences of discarding such obvious 
invariances will not be mentioned explicitly. They are easily worked out, and 
would make the appearance of many formulas more complicated.



(4.9) 0

d5 - g{*,5}(4.10) *' “ 0 +*

terms in the
are zero.

- U.K}{♦.5}(4.11)

Implied bycommutator by definition.the

0(4.12)
0

inJacobiThe last theis

the

to Lp knowledge of only Lq and

3. Field dependent commutators.
in (4.3)Let
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property
The second one states that

series expansion (3.16) of 
and a parameter £, must be

cyclic ’

power
of a field 4>

a[5i.52] - Uti.52l + Ui.ee2)
+ {52.{k.51)} + Ui.u2.*}} - 

[5i.[52,53]] + [52.153.5111 + [53.[5i,5211 -

all but the two first
The bracket {4>, £}

We define

That is, 

T(0,O 
linear in both its arguments.

So we arrive at the following important conclusion. If a in (4.3) does not de

pend on the field, the parameters form a Lie algebra which is independent of 

the field. The commutator of parameters (4.8) does not involve the field (f-

(4.3) are

If the gauge transformations of an action have a bracket structure, 
following property is very useful. Since the term linear in 4> in the transfor
mation is directly related to Lp knowledge of only Lq and L^ suffices to 
determine the complete bracket structure.

identity for parameters already found 
(4.9). The second one states that { ) forms a representation of [ )• The
first property ensures that the inhomogeneous term can be incorporated in 
the transformation rule (4.10).

special class of transformations 
structure the gauge trans

us consider the most general case, where the parameter a 
depends on the field $ as well.

Next we turn to bracket structures, a 
with field independent commutators. In a bracket 
formation is required to be of the following type

The bracket of two parameters is
the following properties of brackets



(4.13)

One encounters this type of expression for instance in supergravity theories.
There is a

onto a

Thus we are led to consider

(4.14) ♦

Like In (3.23), the commutator of two such transformations can be written as

] ♦ =•(4.15) ( 1 - 2 )

where

J (f (<tH-e<K4>))—f (<t>) )(4.16)

A little reflection shows this commutator can be expressed as follows

[«. with4>

(4.17) = D (ir1,T(<t>,n2)) “ D. («2>T(* >711)) + c(♦ >nl>”2)[*1 >-"2 1 ♦ ♦
These extra

cllc (1'3('tl(x>>x)> [x2<lt,(x> ■x> • "1 (*(x) >x> ] ] “ 0(4.18) cy<

the gauge parameters do not depend on <t> , (4.18)

0(4.19)
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For the special 
reduces to

lim
e-K)nJ f (♦) ,4<(<t>)) -

D0(T(4>, ki(0)), T(4>,k2(4>)))

, 6 ] <t> =
51 ?2

i ,6 1 * = 
"1 ”2

4> + 6^4 = ♦ + T(<t>,x(*(x) ,x) )

[6 
X1

.6 
x2

Two field independent parameters 
More symmetrical and elegant 

the transformations which are commuted are al-

cyclic I ■ d4,(c<*^2.51). t(4>,53)) + C(.4>53,C(4,52,51)) }

The Jacobi identity (4.2) implies a Jacobi identity for the field depen
dent parameters:

lack of symmetry in (4.13).
are mapped onto a field dependent parameter a. 
expressions are obtained when 
lowed to be field dependent as well.

6r1*1,*2)

6C(*,5i,52)*

case that

(711»7121 involves extra terms besides the function C of (4.13).
terms are the derivatives of the first parameter in the direction of the chan
ge in <|> induced by the second one and vice versa.



As mentioned
interac-commutator.

in such a way

- 4. + dC + g TjCOfC) + g2 T2(4>,4>;C)* ♦ + T($,C)♦

of

g CO(S2,S1) + g2 CjCasSz.Si) + 83 c2($,4>;C2,Ci)(4-20) C(4>,S1,S2) =

The Jacobi identity (4.19) reads to lowest order

0(4.21)

For the commutator on the fields,

g T1(ac1;C2) - g T1(dS2;5i)
(4.22)

+ g2 t1(Tj(4>;Si);C2) - g2 t1(t1(0;S2);Si) + g2 T2(aCi ,4>;C2)

+ g2 t2(*,3Si;52) - g2 T2(dS2.4>;Si) - g2 T2(<t>,as2;€1)

On the other hand, from (4.13),

(4.23)

Combining the last two expressions, relations follow between Tp?2 and Cq,C^:

dC0(€2»€i) - T1(d^1;^2) - T1(d€2;Ci)
(4.24)

dC1(«;C2,€i) + T1(4>;C0(C2,^i )) =
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every formula in this section can be expanded, 
such series will be needed in later chapters, 
expansions in the remainder of this section, 
straightforward.

Because the first few terms 
some attention is given to these 
The expansion of C in (4.13) is

[6,2,6J 4 -

as defined in (3.19), one finds

[6C2’6C1] * -

one finds

cyclic {cl<a^3>C2,Ci) + C0(C0(C2,Ci),€3)} =

Like the transformation (4.1) can be written as a power series

8 6c0(C2,Ci)* + g2 6C 1(4>;C2,C1) *

in section III.3, gauge parameter redefinitions affect the 
This gives rise to a concept analoguous that of "fake

tions”, discussed in III. 3. A commutator is said to have a "fake field depen
dence" if it is possible to redefine the gauge parameter in such a way that 
the new commutator is independent of the field.



Ti(T1(lt>;5i);52) " T1(T1(4>;52):5i) + T2(d5i,4>;52)

+ T2(<f,d51;52) " T2(352,4>;5i) - T2(<1>d^2;S1)

4. Examples of algebraic structures

The gauge transformation for the pure Yang-Mills action (3.34) was given
by

(4. 25)

The commutator is independent of the field:

(4.26)

jf

A asWe define the bracket of

k(4.27)

Taking the spe-Then

A(4.28)

this leads toNormalizingare the Pauli matrices.
the transformation rule

(4.29)
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d A P6A P

A P

A P

where the f1^ are 
fijkfklm + filkfkmj + ^imk^kjl 

{A^A}

6 ] A 1 =
*1J H

J

AJ <r>

{A^.A)1 =

= a a1 + Ak

Similar higher order formulas can be derived from (4.13) as well.

6g(A1,A2][6.A2 Ai

A J 
p

A J 
p

a2 a/

fully antisymmetric and satisfy the Jacobi identity 
0.

A 1 
p

6A 1
P

-gf1Jk = e1Jk

g fijk

g fiJk

[ A2, aj 1

where the

A withP

(A.AJ1= -
{.,.} and [.,.] form a bracket structure like (4.12). 

cial case 3=1,2,3 we can write:

We study the algebraic structure of the examples of extended theories 
which were given in the last section of chapter III.



The identitywhere the bracket denotes the usual commutator of matrices.

[6(4.30)

(4.31)

For the commutator we find

(4.32)

with

This is the commutator of general coordinate transformations

(4.33)

Again the transformations (4.31) form a bracket structure, when we define

(4.34)

=

thethese
commutators

and

It is of interest that in both

40

ting brackets between tensors of arbitrary rank, 
is accomplished trivially by defining for all

The gauge transformation (3.48) of the Einstein-Hilbert action (3.40) can 
be cast by means of a field redefinition in the form

A

6h pv

h pv

h i pv

h iPPVv+ + hpXJ

- <ap€ip^2P - (ap^2U)5ip

,6. ] AA2 AiJ |

is a trivial consequence of matrix properties now.

68[A2,AiJ

gebra valued quantities).
rivatives. {h,£} is the Lie derivative of
(52.5J

h 3P5 - PP "v

- ^pv

[52,^ilp

1 J|XV

[£2>C1][6. ,6- ] h^2 £1 PV

- c aph p pv

In the Yang-Mills case these two brackets were aspects of the same thing, 
namely matrix commutators (or more properly speaking, commutators of Lie al- 

In the gravitational case both brackets are Lie de- 
the tensor h by the vector £, 

is the Lie derivative of the vector t>Y
the Yang-Mills and the gravitational case 

these bracket structures can be extended to much wider structures incorpora- 
In the Yang-Mills case this

T1 and S*
Pl"-Pt Pl---Ps



(4.35) {s.t}

due to Schouten
[16].

(4.36)

) terms.symmetrized sum of ( These generaliseda

{s,{T.u}} + {T,{u,s}} + (u,{S.T}} -(4.37) 0

a{s,T} = {as.T} + {s.bt}

The bracket (4.36) is related to the Poisson bracket

(4.38) [f(x,k), g(x,k)]

(n) forWhen

(4.39) , G(f(x,k), g(x,k)] ^-s

turn
field.

(4.40) 6(p

)(4.41)

Let us write

(4.42)
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In the gravitational case we adopt the following definition, 
For all fully symmetric tensors

where Es s+t-1 s

Es

6e ap

1
Pl...ps+t

k 
Pt+l---^s

s! t!
(s+t-l)T

s! t!
(s+t-1)!

“ ”3, + * %eap

indicates
brackets satisfy

kxl...k

rrt-m=s+l (p(n)

f(x,k) = Jo 
g(x,k) then we have

T
PPs+1*•’Ps+t-1

K Ijxax<k + oabaab.k

8P Sri-.-Hs

T and SPl...Pt Pl«**Ps

df dg 
dx^ dk^

. F^n' . (x) andXs X1-..XS

s'
Pl..-Pt

(m)i
Xl... Xs

case we

= af dg 
5k^ dx^

Next we turn to the gauge transformations of the action of a gravitatio~ 
nally interacting spin-^ field. As we saw in chapter III, the transformation 
rules are

fljk

Bab<K( ^®Xean + eaX8Z +

(s.t}
'm-.-Hs+t-i

gt s ap T
u Plie+l-.-Ut+s-l

SJO kxfk:

a similar expression holds



(4.43) + Q

We could write (4.40) and (4.43) with brackets

(4.44) 6<|> =

The commutators are given by

- 52P51(4.45) ,p

- Qi

These are the commutators of the local PoincarS group

x1* - X.H_ Xt*-^(X)(4.46)

The brackets satisfy properties which are a generalisation of (4.12):

{{♦.xJ.Xj} + {{xj.^.Xj} 0(4.47)

x - Q or £for » 4> or b,

and

(4.48)
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6b pv

b pv

Va«

v 
,P

6b pv

+ 2 Q pv

dx* . dx'11 = dx*1 - Q1

- eA/

'pXb

02ap

v of chapter III, and the 
to h. From now on both 

The transfor-

The antisymmetric part of b is equal 
symmetric part is related by 

world and Lorentz indices will be denoted by Greek characters, 

nation rule for b is easily seen to be

Iuv(x) dxv

+

to the field

[^.Q]UV

[Qi,a2)pv

x{b,5}1 * J pv= 2d c + 2Q v p pv

2dA

&l€i.C2] - {asi.cj + {5i,a^2} 
[01,02] = {Qi, Q2) + (Qi,Q2}T 

[5,0] - {e>£,Q} + {5,0}

a field redefinition

[£1,52]V

<{b,0}1 ’ 1 pv

+ va/

-[5,oA

+ {[xx,x2],♦} =



(4.49) 6 ♦k[x1,x2]

local Lorentz transformation and a gene-a
a

ter is invariant

the
(3.64).

(4.50)

and
■ Ktex(ax4^) + (a^Sj + <{ % Qab°ab4’n1

(4.51)
+ {(8^ - % e}

For the When one calculates the commuta-
The commutators ofone

local Lorentzaa

(4.52) [£,e]

[D.e] - “ab £

The

43

ab o

= 5 axe

> ,6 1 <t> =XI x2J

and a supersymmetry part as

K{5X(axea(i) + (a/) eaJ + x{Qabeb(J + |

6cp

Finally we consider the transformations of the supergravity lagrangian 
The transformation rules are given by

£ and Q
The commutators of a supersymmetry 
transformation or

Lorentz transformation again, with parame- 
h is invariant for local Lo- pv

are the same as

6e - ap

Note the resemblance to the transformation rules for a spin-^ field (p. 
commutator of two supersymmetry transformation gives to lowest order a general 
coordinate transformation. Higher order terms involve a local Lorentz part 

well:

where the "transposed bracket" is denoted as 
(remember that b and co are not of the same 
antisymmetric, the former not)
These properties ensure

(0,b|T = - (b,Q)
1 J pv 1 J pv 
tensorial type, the latter being

notation we refer to chapter III. 
tors, one finds the following.
for the spin-^ coupled to gravity case, 
transformation with a general coordinate 
transformation are given by

Note that the commutator (4.45) of 
ral coordinate transformation is

* * This is to be expected since
rentz transformations (see section III.4).

we consider



+ [ei.^b +(4.53) I»e2]

extra

44

This field dependence can not be 
In this respect the alge- 

supergravity theories is different from the bracket struc
tures of Yang-Mills or gravity theories.

If one calculates the commutator of 
the spin-3/2 field, one encounters 
tion IV. 1 which ’’vanish on shell".

i - X ab- -§ nr

We note this commutator is field dependent.
removed by means of field parameter redefinitions, 
braic structure of

two supersymmetry transformations on 

terms of the type discussed in sec-

■ - i =1?%

r[ei,e2]r

1 nrxe2<px



V LAGRANGIANSTHE CONSTRUCTION ORDEROF FIRST

1. Introduction
One way is

In this

or

back a long time.The
to

similar way.search aone
Our version

there isLorentzIf willingis toone
of

lagrangians of interacting massless fields

+ gLj + g2^2 +* * *(5.1) L

offields.

Next one
must have the property

trans-

•* <>■ - * + 35 + gTi(*;5)(5.2) *

45

developed by Gupta, Feynmann, Wyss, 
[23] is very similar to Fronsdal’s [22].

Such a candidate L| 
first order extension of the free gauge

local invariant free 
thesis the

Indeed, 
in our formulation,

Lq

This has been done because there was no global sym- 
obvious candidate for extension, while it was natural 

spin-3 fields, such

idea of extending free actions goes
has been applied to the case of gravitation only, although it 
that one could search for other theories in a similar way. The method was

Deser and others [17-22].

Basically new gauge theories can be constructed in two ways.
to consider a global symmetry of the action and to try to extend this symmetry 
to a local symmetry. The other way is to try to extend a 

full action describing interacting fields.
second approach is used.
metry avaiblable as an
to search for theories of interacting massless spin-5/2 
theories being known for fields of spin 1, 3/2 and 2.

Thus a

was realizedthe case

Firstly, lagrangians are selected to describe the free 
Here we choose the set of free lagrangians discussed in 

chapter II. Thus a candidate Lq is established. Lo is gauge invariant for 
commuting free gauge transformations. Next one searches for a candidate first 
order interaction lagrangian Lj. 
that it is possible to find a 
formation

Schematically our search for 
like

proceeds as follows.
massless

Thus far it

action to a

give up manifest Lorentz invariance, 
another way to search for theories of interacting massless higher spins. 
Using the "light front formulation of dynamics" [24] first order interactions 
between massless higher spins have been constructed. Indeed, some of the 
essential properties of these theories are the same as 
which is manifestly Lorentz covariant like all standard field theories.



(5.3) Lo + gLj + 0(g2)L0 + ?L1 0*0’for

' s

However this will not be

turn.

forsearched
interaction.
an
ones.

We attempt toa

firstcommute.

this,

for mass-

2. Searching for first order lagrangians

(5.4) + Bj($; Lo 0 for all 0(x)

46

glans becomes 
the first order

In the next section a simple algorithm will be given to search for Li 
which are suitable candidates.

constraint (3.5) is associ- 
To first order in g

order interactions.
blished that

Here we try to arrive at 
determine from the first order transformation 
underlies the full theory, 
formations are known,

Finally, having succeeded in all 
complete lagrangian.

In this thesis we

a lot about the possible algebraic

In principle one could iterate this procedure, 
done, for several reasons.

Next, we 
several

aLU

such that the first order extended gauge transformation leaves the sum of free 
and first order lagrangian invariant modulo terms of order g2:

As was established in chapter III, a source 
ated with every lagrangian of massless fields like (5.1). 
this source constraint was shown to imply

for a

will be concerned mainly with the construction of first 
As for structures of complete theories, it will be esta- 

some particular elegant structures cannot be realized 
less particles with spin higher than 2.

one could

complete theory in another way. 
rules which algebraic structure 

This is impossible to do if merely the free trans- 
because free transformations commute. But the 

order transformation rules determine quite 
structure of the full theory.

Presumably one would have to iterate ad infinl" 
expect ambiguities in second and higher order, as there may be 

not completely equivalent solutions (here we are thinking about the 
difference between the geometric and the Cartan version of general relati- 
v^ty). Furthermore, to calculate a second order lagrangian, one has to know 
all first order lagrangians involving fields occurring in the 
second order interaction. Finally, the calculation of second order lagran- 

order of magnitude more cumbersome than the calculation ofmore cumbersome than

try to search



in

(5.5) <t> which satisfy LodLx

of an

The type is

are involved. are

a
in a
A

modulo total diver-(ii) List all interaction lagrangians of a given type

13 independent possibilities,findh A A we
and etc.

Determine,

redefinitionsTake field

The other four can be

‘pv

indices will not always be*)
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For typographical 
properly matched.

if any, which combinations satisfy (5.5).
Of the 13 lagrangians mentioned above, 5 linear combinations satisfy

(iii)
Example: 
(5.5).

Remember that L, stands for the l.h.s. of the equation of motion as 
from the lagrangian L. Because in (5.4) is linear in its second argument, 
we may conclude

spin-1 field A( 
A

Because B^

h .A pX |

= 0,4>= 0 for,4>

We look for an Interaction lagrangian linear in 
, and with two derivatives, 

The two derivatives may be distributed in any way.

L’<t>

gences.

Example: 
like*) h

(iv) 
first order interactions". 
Example: Precisely one of the 5 possibilities remains, 
obtained from Lo through the field redefinitions

\ * A 
h- * hpv

reasons upper and lower

into account

We look for first 
exhaustive search.

u + klAuhpp + k2Aphpp and
+ k3A^Av + , where the kA are arbitrary constants.

For type
'pp, o^o,

in order to eliminate "fake

p,oA\,o

(i) We state the type of first order lagrangian searched for. 
given by specifying which fields participate in and how many derivatives

In this thesis we are only looking for interaction lagrangians 
which are cubic in the fields. 
Example: 
and quadratic 
the type h

order lagrangians with the above property, by means < 
The construction algorithm consists of several steps.

spin-2 field h^ 
i.e. L| is of



3. The determination of the first order gauge transformation and commutator
To

first order commutator.a

as

(5.6) ®1(^» Lq for arbitrary 4>(x)

one

(5.7) 81(♦> Lq

of the

(5.8) + at + gT;(4i;5)♦

was

bU1H2--Hs-1

corresponds to the following tern In Tj:

..aak((api. • a1

ofsors.

Such terms can be regarded as coming from gauge parame-

48

The correspondence involves 
explained in chapter III. 

in a less abstract notation.

satisfies (5.5) corre-
They

B is of the same
B

Lo,»
B only up to contributions of the form

Tvl"vs _ (-i)k

The operator B| corresponds directly to the first order contribution T^ 
first order gauge transformation

every candidate first order lagrangian which 
spends a first order gauge transformation and 
can be obtained in a straightforward way.

aal

,4>^v1..vs

tO Ty

Yl’-Ys

aLl,*

of the free gauge transformation.
may add pieces which yield 

This possibility exists because 
dLo A= 0 and so one can determine

some partial integrations of the action, as 
Let us give this rule for going from 

A term in

First we calculate dL^ for arbitrary 0(x) .> *
According to (5.4) this can be viewed

where B(.;.) is some operator linear in its second argument, 
tensorial type as the gauge parameter £ 
is not determined completely by (5.6) because 
zero when its second argument is Lo 

satisfies the free source constraint

«1..VS 0i..Pxn..yB

Here C is some constant tensor, i.e. a combination of Minkowski metric ten-
The ambiguous terms in B^ of type (5.7) correspond to terms in T^ 

the type 
a1*8 (’(♦))R1---118-1.

- cvi::::r1pi;:lm...Y8(aP1--a%..YS>aal"8°k^



ter redefinitions 5 - £+gs.
If the action is

for the commutator
transformation

M = ♦ + *(5.9) 0 +0

for exact invariances proven
Sincea

,6 ] ♦ = g( t1(35i;52) - T1(d52;51) ) + 0(g2)(5.10)
51

Therefore only the change
in L0

(5.11) 6c(L0+gL1) - O(g2)

thatconcludesone

t1(351;52) " t1(3€2;5i) - 8C0(^2>5i)(5.12)

Here an
as £.
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gauge transformation, but not of the commutator.
do affect both the transformation and the commutator.

Cq is an antisymmetric function of Ci and ^2 c^e 
Co is the first order commutator.

the part proportional
Lo. That is

(5.10) and (5.11)
must be an exact invariance of

0 
invariant

J5* 
terms

can be calculated.
for transformations of the type

Comparing 
of 6C4>

Finally the lowest order commutator 
invariant modulo terms of order

As mentioned in chapter III, field redefinitions affect the form of the 
Gauge parameter redefinitions

the field is already of order g.
need to be considered:

6c(L0) - o(g2)

M “ I6e;2

g2
0 + 6r0 

modulo

same tensorial type

This is a consequence of the analoguous statement
in chapter III. In the present case a simplification occurs.
S^-d^+gT^^,^) it follows

The commutator on

to g

of order g2it also must be



VI RESULTS

Introduction

a

(6.1) L1 = F(4>1) F(4>2) F(<t>3)

Such

are

three are fermionic.

rather enter

we

are

a

as

fields.

some

50

The first order interactions we found are listed in Appendix C, together 
with their transformation rules.

Such interactions which give rise 
call non-trivial.

We have performed 
In the fields [25]. i 
form

carry 
these interactions 
non-trivial interaction

where F($j) denotes the field strength corresponding to the field 44.
Note that these interactions are invariant for 

free field transformations
Lj must contain at least
sonic, and at least

interested here in these trivial 
to find interactions where at least 

through its field strength, 
gauge transformations we

interactions, 
one of the fields does not 

to non-abellan'

as the free field theory. Furthermore, 
derivatives if all these fields are bo- 

sl+s2+s3-l if two of the

interactions we call trivial.
the same

are different no

sl+s2+s3

Some of the basic properties of the first order lagrangians depend in 
very simple way on the values of the spins Involved. For instance, the dimen
sion of a first order lagrangian is determined by the spins, as is the symme
try in the fields which have the same spin. These properties are the same as 
found in reference [24], which uses a approach completely different from ours. 
There first order interactions are constructed in a non-manifest Lorentz cova
riant way, using only the physical components of the fields. Classifying 
first order lagrangians according to whether some of the fields enter only

We are not but we want

systematic search for first order lagrangians cubic 
Of course one can always construct interactions of the

For every combination of spins with all spins less or equal three, 
have determined the first order lagrangians with the minimum number of deriva
tives. The following pattern emerges. Non-trivial interaction lagrangians 
exist in case two or all three of the fields participating carry the same spin 
s (except for 0-0-s). Modulo field redefinitions 
unique. But when all three spins 
lagrangians exist.



However when we

will

are

2.

Consider the action S

= fdhx L(6.2) S

in-S is a scalar.

= 1(6.3)

This

4[L](6.4)

Using the same notation we have

(6.5) [boson field] = 1;

lagrangian and the coupling constant g oneSo for the first order interaction
has

(6.6)

51

the lagrangian L has the 
we will express simply as "the

[derivative] = 1;
s+1

through their field strength, again a simple dependence 
spin is found.

try for s> 2 to determine the 
must conclude it is not of the 

interactions of even higher spin fields.

[fermion field] = 3/2;
[field strength of spin-s field] =

Regularities in dimension and in symmetry properties
with the expression "dimension of

h = c

the calculations that lead to them, 
In chapter VII the cases 1-1-1, 

the spin-3 selflnter- 
interactions of the type s-0-0.

Detailed examples of results and 
be presented in the following chapters.
2, 2-V"^ and 2-3/2-3/2 are discussed, in chapter VIII 
action 3-3-3, and in chapter IX matter-gauge

the theory, we
way out may be the inclusion of extra

same dimension as a mass to the fourth power, 
lagrangian has dimension four" or

full algebraic structure of 
form discussed in chapter IV. A

First we have to specify what we mean 
an interaction lagrangian".

Hence the lagrangian (density) L 
verse length to the fourth power. If we put

on the value of the

[gLl] ’ *

has the dimenion of an



Let us define D

(6.7) = - [g]D

(6.8) D = d-1 for
D = d

S1-s2-S2-

we

Table I

D
1/2 3/2 5/2 30 21

0 31 2

0 0 0 1 2

2 1 21 1 1 1
23 2 2 22 2 2

function

(6.9) D » if s2<S!

Sy - 1 + 2(82-8!)D = if S2>Sj

the

ofor,
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all integer

s2,s3 half integer

S| 4- 0

1

Sl» s2, s3 
for Si integer,

Either Li 
in

lagrangians with D<1 have been known since 
theories, only the present Investigation has lead 
interaction lagrangians with D=2.
have not tried to construct explicit Lagrangians, 
sion it will be clear what we expect for those entries.

s2

as aTable I strongly suggests the following formula for D 
of Si and s2:

the smallest D for which it 
In all cases considered, 

While all

si - 1

Let us allow for the possibility that multiple species of fields carry 
same spin, or, equivalently, that the fields can have internal degrees

Let us call a cubic interaction lagrangian between fields with spins si,s2 
and s3 a "si-S2-s3-interaction”. Two cases can be distinguished, 
is cubic in bosonic fields or Li is linear in a bosonic field and quadratic 
fermion fields. From (6.6) we see, if Li involves d derivatives, that

In Table I we have plotted for every si,s2 
is possible to find a lagrangian of type 
this lagrangian turned out to be unique modulo field redefinitions.

D<1 have been known since the discovery of supergravity 
to Lorentz covariant cubic

Where in Table 1 no entries are given, 
From the following discus-



Then thefreedom.
becan

(6.10) Li

/(S2), ^(sj))(6.11) Ll

and isFor the fljkof the coefficient CUthe symmetry

(6.12) even

fermionandHere real bosonwithworkwe we
fields.

but coupling tofield

= )(-leA^4>)+(d^)(-ieA^$) }(6.13)

if 4> ■ 4)]+14>2

spin is associated with symmetry in

3. Classification

on

found is shown in Table IIThe classification of the interactions we
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symmetry 
studied.

may conclude that even 
internal indices, while odd spin is associated with antisymmetry.

Majorana 
massless vector

Ll

- e(t)A^<t>2 - e(3(1*2)Ap*l

In general we

i i k
L1 ( $> , 4> , <t> )

Some of the main properties of the 1 
not depend on their detailed structure, 
three types and some

emphasize
For example 

cannot couple 1 
scalar is allowed:

and if two of the three fields carry the same spin we write

£ljk 
cij

C1J

fijk

first order interaction lagranglans do 
. In this respect we can distinguish 

subtypes of cubic first order interactions.

cases investigated, 
given by

Such degrees of freedom will be labeled by latin indices, 
properties in internal indices of first order lagranglans
In case all spins are equal, s-s-s, we write

a complex

fully (anti)symmetric if s even (odd) 
(anti)symmetric if s^ even (odd)

if we
always
have s=l, (6.12) states 

to one type of scalar field,
that a



Table II Classification of first order lagranglans (see
explanation)

type
1/2 5/2 3

IIIB2 II
3 II

Here

IA
field, the

(6.14) = 0 F(A(s)) F(A(s))

where

first order corrections to

IB
Now the lagrangian is given by

(6.15)

or

To first order,
*

(6.16)

For further details we refer to chapter IX.

M

Sj 4- 0
1 IB

IB
IB

to be a 
trivial

II
IIIA
IIIA

F(A(s))
ter II (2.17).

«2 
0

IB
IB
IB

1
IA

..a Ps-l

A(s)

3/2
IA

IIIB
I1IC
IIIA IIIC IIIC

In case the lagrangian 
scalar field) 
possibility

P15P2-•-Ps’

where <t> denotes the spin-0 or spin-^ field and A(s) the spin-s gauge field. 
Although s derivatives are involved if is a scalar, A(s) does not enter 
through its field strength (for "fake Interactions" it does).
the transformations which leave Lg+gL^ invariant are for scalar

6? = c

There are no

6A = d
Pl---Us I J 0

__ 2
IA 

IIIB

d .Ul... p-s-1 Hl

- IA L1

cljLiIB

we do not

First we discuss the interactions between gauge and matter fields, 
matter field refers to spin-0 and spin-^ fields, which do not transform under 
a free gauge transformation. When we present in the following the structure 
of the lagranglans we do not show explicitly the derivatives working on the 
fields.

is linear in the matter 
and quadratic in the gauge

• field (so it has 
we only find

denotes the field strength of the spin-s field, given in chap- 
These interactions involve 2s or 2s-l derivatives if s is 

integer or half integer respectively, 
the free field transformation.

In case the lagrangian is quadratic in the matter field and linear in the 
gauge field, things are more interesting.

text below for



next

Ak(s)(6.17)

s

(6.18) + g Tj(A,£)

(£2(s-1) .^(s-l)) # 0

2-2-2Spin 1-1-1 and

fields with

(6.19) = A(S1) F(A(s2)) F(A(s2))

sl“s2"s2

(6.20)

transformations do not

have found first order lagrangians

= F(A(sj)) A(s2) A(s2)(6.21)
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Clearly 
and

The last main 
different spins. 
IIIA

6APl...ps

6A
P1---Us!

f1Jk A1(s)

group consists 
Here we have three subtypes. 

These lagrangians have the structure

As mentioned before Lj 
is even(odd).

Aj(s)

But these first order 
order commutator.
TUB For 1-3/2-3/2, 1-2-2 and 2-5/2-5/2 we 
with a structure like

g T1(F(A(s2),C(si“l))6A
P1-*-Ps2 d CPl P2---Ps2

d £Pl P2---PSJ

d tPl P2«--Ps

_1I_ The next category is formed by interactions between fields which all carry 
the same spin.

s must be an integer. As mentioned before Lj involves s derivatives 
^ijk (anti)symmetric if s is even(odd). The first order gauge

transformations and first order commutator have the following structure

The examples we found are 2—1—1,3—1-1 and 3—3/2—3/2. Probably for all combi
nations Sj-s2-s2 with s2<^sj the first order lagrangians have this structure. 
First order terms do affect the gauge transformations

T IIIBL1

LX1”

r (s-1) c0

of interactions between gauge

lead to a non vanishing lowest

The (s-1) denotes the number of indices of Cq and 
lagrangians will be dealt with in chapter VII, the spin 3-3-3 interaction in 
chapter VIII.



Not only the first order terms in

(6.22) + g T1(A(s2),C(s2-1))

+ g T1(F(A(s1)),^(s2-1))

£(s2-1)two
seenThis

(6.23) 0

me the mostto

(6.24) “ A(sj) A(s2) A(s2)

(6.25) + g Tx(A(s2),£(s2-1))

+ g Ti(A(Sl),5(s2-l)) + g2

In general (6.25) leads to two non trivial first order commutators:

(6.26) 0*

0*

specific
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the type of interaction lagrangians with 
These lagrangians have a structure like

We expect such structures for all 
the gauge transformations

6A

Finally we come 
intricate structure.

But also the first order 
and gives

and is realized if ^sl<s2<s1. 
3/2, 3-2-2 and 3-5Z2-5/2. 1
like

6A 
Pl-•-Ps

s2>s1 • 
zeroare non

commutator of 
trivial, and gives a lowest order 
from consideration of the

a 5Pl P2---PSj

a 5Pl P2---PS1

aPl P2-••Ps2

a €Pl P2---Ps2
6A
Pl---Ps2

6A
P1---PS1

C(/S' (51(S2~1) > 52<S2~l))

, meLi

Cfl(s2 1\51(si-1),52(s2-1))

> We have obtained such interactions for 2-3/2- 
Here the first order gauge transformations look

Concluding, each type of Interaction lagrangian belongs to a 
region in Table 2. Whether the first order commutator vanishes or not follows 
from the simple rules

Co(S1 1\5i(s2-1),52(s2-1))

transformations is non- 
spin-Sy transformation. This can be 

commutator on A(Si)



(6.27) s2 >0 if*

^Sj< s2 < Sj0 if*

4.

trouble

(6.28) g T1(d51;52) g TjCaCz.Si)

+ g2 T1(T1(<t>;^1>;^2) g2 T1(T1(»;52);51)

it
These

We will come
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of spin 
interaction can be found.

We have 
trivial

s j—s 2—s2

Also the first order

indicated that 
unique first order 

gauge transformations 
search for 

information the full

'r A ] 0 - ^2 £1

an non

appears for all s>2 that the order g2 contribution contains terms with more 
space-time derivatives acting on <J> than in the original transformation.
terms are not of the type that can be cancelled by higher order terms in the 
gauge transformation or commutator. A way out may be the inclusion of an 
extra higher spin interaction to account for these terms with too many deriva
tives, leading to an infinite tower of higher spin Interactions.
back to these problems later when discussing 3-3-3 Interactions in chapter 
VIII and s-0-0 interactions in chapter IX.

Here we ran into trouble for all interactions involving higher spi 
The basic problem is in each case the same. If we study the commutator on th 
field of two first order transformations

and commutators were obtained. The next step in our 
interacting higher spin theories is to guess from this first order 

algebraic structure of the theory.

for any combination

co( 1 ) Ul(si-l) ,52<s2-l))

c0( 1 (£i(s2-1),52(s2-1))

Algebraic structure



VII REOBTAINING STANDARD THEORIES INVOLVING MASSLESS SPIN-1 AND SPIN-2 FIELDS

Introduction

an

2-3/2-3/2 interaction to
commutators.

2. Interacting massless spin-1 fields

(7.1) = - \ A

where a summation
ger N.

(7.2) L1 ’

Next we have to check whether this Lx can satisfy the constraint (see (5.5))
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*) 
of

Right from the beginning 
spin-1 field will be included.

1

The purpose of this chapter is to illustrate the method for constructing 
theories of Interacting massless fields as presented in chapter V. We will 
start with

L0

f abc

suitable first order interaction, using the algo- 
An odd number of derivatives is needed, since 

The simplest posslbi- 
Modulo total divergencies there is only one candidate

species of
*)

+ A1

Here and in the following we denote space-time derivatives by means 
comma’s. Moreover, for typographical reasons upper and lower indices 

are not always properly matched.

over the Internal index 1 is implied from 1=1 to some inte-

some subtleties
Finally we study the possibility of

spin-2 and spin-3/2 fields. We show the type of algebraic structure 
different from that of the Yang-Mills theory and the theories of gravitation, 
because the supergravity 2-3/2-3/2 interaction leads to field dependent

as presented in chapter V.
that of interacting massless spin-1
Next gravitational selfinteractions

the possibility of more than one
Our starting point is the free lagrangian

f ields 
the simplest example (25], 

fields, leading to the Yang-Mills theory, 
will be discussed [22,23,25]. This is followed by determining the coupling of 
spin-^ fields to gravity, to make clear both how we Incorporate matter-gauge 
interactions in our scheme and how some subtleties turn up when fermions are 
Involved. Finally we study the oossibilltv of an interaction between massless 

to be

VA V,ll

Next we search for a 
rithm sketched in section V. 2. 
the interaction lagragian has to be a Lorentz scalar, 
lity is one derivative.

VA |1,V

Aa Ab AC 
U,v n v



(7.3) d% 0

Direct calculation shows this is possible provided

(7.4) fabc  _^acb  _^bac

At least three

thesuitable

(7.5)

leading to a first order commutator

(7.6) + 0(g2)[6
I*

Co(A2>Ai)a =

gauge transformations. For if the

(7.7) 0f + f

satisfies the Jacobi identity as

ture. to

3. SelfInteracting massless spin-2 fields
spin-2for masslessselfinteractionsus

(7.8) L0
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Let 
fields.

study the possibility of
The free lagrangian is given by

It is not difficult 
the

, h pp,p ocr,p

=0 
v, vp

A

Aa

for A

aeCfCbd + ^adc^ceb

i h pv,p pp,v

Having succeeded 
first order

- A3 + d 
R I

full algebraic structure which could underlie 
f^Jk satisfy the Jacobi identity

fabCA1bA2C

Aa + gfabCAb AC
H p

’a »6a ] AA2 Ai | ^gCo(A2»Ai)

+h h > pv,p pp,v |

which satify A p, vv

abCfcde

species of spin-1 fields are needed.
first order interaction, 

Lo+gLj invariant can be determined, 
The first order transformation reads

,A

Thus we have a bracket struc- 
as described in

to find a

then Co satisfies the Jacobi identity as well, and the first order transfer 
tions form a realisation of this commutator Cp.

Comparing the above results to the Yang-Mills theory 
sections III.4 and IV.4 we conclude that, applying our formalism to find an 
extended theory of massless spin-1 fields, we are led directly to t g“ 
Mills theory. The full theory can now be obtained by searching for a lagran- 
gian which is invariant for (7.5).

in obtaining a s 
transformation which leaves 

as explained in section V. 3.

= ^h h -h pv,p pv,p |



The free field equation satisfies the source constraint

(7.9) 0 (x)

Theeven number of derivatives.an
derivatives butall,atno

(7.10) 0 which satisfy

(7.11)

can
Lj1 - h etc,

On calculating the 15 quantities

1=1,...15

are

(7.12)

interm Einstein-Hilbertthe

The next step is

(7.13)

)
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ment (7.10). 
redefinitions

4 +h PP M i

possibility*
It coincides with the

h pv h pv

for all h i pv

) 
pv

) |IV

pp^v,

The next simplest possibility Is 
ves.

one concludes that 5 linear combinations 
Four of these

h pv,pp

Modulo these field redefinitions
One of the equivalent 
first order

= h h h pv,p po, p ov

,h pv

+ Ci h h pp pv + c2h h 
PP pv

- 0 
pv

can be made to satisfy the require- 

"fake interactions", related to the four field

L°,h

PP V ,p 
vp’g,p)+KC2(hpo?,

be constructed, e.g. 
where h=h^.

Cubic interaction lagrangians must have 
simplest possibility would be to have 
lagrangian can satisfy the requirement

+ Cun h h4 pv pp aa

to look for interactions with two derivati-
Modulo total divergencies 15 Lorentz scalars

h h Li2>P 1

gauge transformation and the
One finds for the gauge transformation

+ € h ) P,v pp+ + k(v.p*p + V’?pv 
+ K(dlhvpS+d2hnntu) ” 
vp^p,p vp 

+KCh’1u?pp€O,c

for all h pv

we are left with precisely one 
forms is given in appendix C. 
the series expansion (3.46) of 

lagrangian (3.40) for pure gravitation.

au(L\h

6h - Fpv P,v
+ x(dxh F, +d2h £ ) -1 pp p * PP p ,v
+ KCi(h £ +h £ +h pp p,v ppv,p
+xc3n h £ pv pap,a

- h +h —hpp,pv vp,pp pp,pv

+ c3r) h h
3 pv pa pa

no such

+2h £ n p pv^p,p

to obtain the first order
first order commutator.



(7.14)

+ 0(k2)[6I(7.15) “ 6<C0(^2.5i)uv

+ d1(51^-p^ +€iP’vl^2P)+2d2eiP’P€2,i] - [1 - 2Co(^2»^l)

an

ofa

- 0C1or- 0;(7.16) = d2 = 0; c2 = c3 - cM

to

(7.17)

a

the latter invariance.
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the equivalence ciatt
For eo^r-

first or^er

€

h

€

h pv

The freedom in the coefficient c^ stems 
at this point whether h is covariant or contravariant 
nate transformations.

Because the coefficients d^ are completely fixed, 
the commutator of general coordinate transformations

- - C1P,P^P

from the fact that we can still choose 
under general coordi-

P - [^’%P

^2 ^1J I

+ xdih C
1 HP P

+ xd9h C
2 PP H

Next we search for 

bracket structure can

Here the parameters C|,C2>C3»c^ arise from 
arise from the possibility to redefine the gauge parameter E,

Let us first try whether a 

with the above expressions for rhe 
that Co has to satisfy 

the first order term 

this comutator C.

Having established the inevitable link between 
massless spln-2 fields and general coordinate invariance, 

Hilbert lagranglan may be found from

The requirement
The requirement that 

representation
So one finds

algebraic structure, 
be found which agrees 

gauge transformation and commutator, 
the Jacobi identity forces dj=d2~0« 
of the gauge transformation forms 
determines the coefficients c^.

cosmological constant turn up? 
of our formulation, 

cosmological constant is not

To each form of the first order lagranglan belonging to 
of solutions corresponds a particular choice of the parameters c^. 
pie, for the form given in appendix C they are all zero. The 
commutator does not depend on the parameters cp

The reader may wonder: why doesn’t the
The answer is that this phenomenon lies outside the scope 
since the bilinear part of the lagranglan with a

we are unambiguously led

field redefinition, and d; »sd
M

theory of interacting 
the full Einstein-



(7.18) L0

Note we have constant.

4. Spin-S fields coupled

Of
a

it
the

As usual we start with free lagrangiana

(7.19) L0 ~ L0(spin-2) + L0(spin-^)

which is the sum

(7.20) L0(spin-^)

For convenience but this is

Nothe
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of the free spln-2 lagrangian (7.8) and the free lagrangian 
of a massless Majorana spinor

investigated.
and we will show different

of the form of the free massless 
To include a cosmological constant, 
modified with a linear part as follows

to gravity

* Lo’ “ Lo

field lagrangians considered in chapter li
the lowest order lagrangian should be

an 
fies the lowest order 
zero divergence.

In this section the possibility for interactions between massless spin-2 
and spin-^ fields will be investigated. An unique first order interacion will 
be obtained, and we will show different ways to arrive at the full algebraic 
structure of the theory.

to a

include a

we have taken the spin-^ fields massless as well, 
not essential and all results of this section carry over to the massive case- 
Again the free lagrangian satisfies the free source constraint (7.9).

+ - h

course it is well 
interactions, so we know 
hand, the usual form of 
metric, as 
possible 
vierbein in the theory, 
of extended massless 
spin-^ fields as 
transformations.

extra independent coupling constant. The extra piece satis- 
source constraint (7.9) as well, since a constant has

known that spin-^ fields can have gravitational 
first order interaction has to exist. On the other 

this interaction involves vierbeins rather than the 
explained in chapters III and IV. As we will show here, it is 

to incorporate the extra (unphysical) degrees of freedom of
An alternative, equally valid from the point of view 

theories, is not to switch to a vierbein but allow for 
metric dependent realisations of the general coordinate 

A similar conclusion was recently obtained by Woodard [23].

carry over
free



of the spin-^ equation of motion.

for.

(7.21) Ll1 <l»4, Y ,0

A

for fields which satisfy(7.22) 0

(7.23) <54/ = 0

if(7.24) * L0 + * L1L0

order interaction between

this first ordertransformation corresponding to

+ ^,PV + + KX2W,‘'(7.25) 64,

thetowhere

+ 0(k2)0(k2) -(7.26)
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successive transformations can 
<2 are present:

In order that Lq+kL1 has the correct dimension, < 
in the case of gravitational selfinteraction, 
gian must satisfy the criterion

and Lx2 satisfy the above criterion, 
field redefinition

The possibility 
vanishes on

must have dimension 1, like 
suitable first order lagran-

= i h pv

) 
pv

analogue exists for the l.h.s

Both lagrangians Lj1 

one is related to a

Formally the first order commutator of two 

be anything, since only terms of order

The most general gauge 

interaction is

redefine 

shell in the

= 1 h
PP

have to specify the 
search for. The simplest possibility 
independent lagrangians have this form

*

V65i] * =

Next we we will

Ll2

6kC0(^2>^1)^

However the second

d, -> 4, + ich 4>* PP

form of the 
involves one

2 + 0(K2)

first order lagrangian 
derivative. Only two

So we are left with one possibility and the first 
massless spin-2 and spin-^ fields is unique.

X| and X2 are arbitrary constants, 
field gives rise to the x^ term, while the last one 
sense discussed in section IV.1.



So the algebraic isno to transformationsof thestructure gauge

for

[SE,.6E ] <)> -(7.27) * with 5152 '5!

using the transformation rule

(7.28) 4>
+ K2 P5 i

+ terms proportional to X! and x2

fields use
in

In the first option one adds a second order term to (7.25)

(7.29)

a

on

(7.30) +
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contribution
This contri-

clue 
obtained.

r ^’PFiP

p>x) %

therefore calculate the 
We find

agree with (7.27). A piece, proportional to

This situation persists for all possible choices

+ %KK £
V

This second order term in the 

to the lowest order 

button just cancels the undesired term in (7.28). 

searching for a h^-dependent realisation of the general coordinate transfor
mations on 4>. Ultimately one finds

oxp

+ wi k2 (5 u.p ? V

Let us 
(7.25).

a common algebraic structure 
So we require

6*(52.5i]

However, it is reasonable to insist on 
both spin 2-2-2 and spin 2-^-^ Interactions.

commutator on

gauge tansformation gives rise to
commutator because of its dependence on h pv

In this way one can go

This expression does not 
appears in the commutator.
of x^ and x2»

4» , v

to save the situation.

(52.51]^

Basically there are two options to save the situation. The first, and 
most natural in the scheme used so far, is to see whether higher order terms 
in the transformation can account for a correct behaviour under commutation of 
two transformations. The second option, suggested by our knowledge that natu
ral descriptions of gravitationally interacting spin-^ fields use a vierbein 
rather than a metric formulation, is to introduce a second gauge parameter 
the transformation of <|».

Ulp52p

t652,651] 1- -

(52,I■P51X’P+52P,P51,1’^52P,P51K■,1+52P,



where

(7.31)

’Hk+l.Hk

Here

(7.32)

has signature (H----- ), like

We

of transformationstwo not

(7.33) 6(p

where is Wetensor field and

The
L0.

with

(7.34)
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w

QHV

6b pv

- € P>v

+ £ + ev,p pv

k^1'

+ 5v,X= \ S

% 5, Rin n=lv >

transformation rule, 
in order to keep the description consistent.

pv’
) and not necessarily b

On changing the above i 
additional changes as well, 
show now how to achieve this.

(a) (n^KW,

(b) v 
Note that

as we will

)WHk+lM<+2 ’ ’“nn-lPn

°\v 0 + CE«p

Actually, the solution (7.31) was suggested by the second option, 
indicate at the end of this section.

S>,v

pX)<TW^wXv><V+l%v)

Wvu 
V+ *Kbm,

(h) = \

an antisymmetric tensor field and c an arbitrary constant, 
recognize the new transformations to be the local Lorentz transformations.

general coordinate transformations not only 
transformation but a transformation of another type as well, 

suppose the first order gauge transformation of <|> must be extended to

consider a non-symmetric field b^ 
• =b . Let the lowest pv vp

(h) is uniquely determined as follows:

we are forced to make many
We

The second approach anticipates the occurrence of a vierbein field, 
view (7.28) as the expression of the fact that there is another type of invar
iance, which we have overlooked so far. This extra invariance becomes manifest 
because the commutator 
gives another GCT 
So we

2k x p)
n k “um • ■Wpk-1pk^pk,uk+1+5|

Instead of a symmetric field h 
(V+V\A)(T’Xv+,iKbXv) = (T'llv+K\v' 

order gauge transformation be

dependent piece in the transformation rule of <|> gives a contribu
tion to the dependent piece of the variation of Lq. A new interaction 
lagrangian is needed to cancel this contribution.



to

both

(7.35) 0
^0=0for 4, with

0

one

One of the equlva-

(7.36) * I <!>)
The corresponding first order transformation reads indeed

6(|/ =

redefine the antisymmetric gauge parameter, setting

- l»v(7.37)

Then we find for the transformation rule of

( 7. 38) 6(|>

All commutators on <|> are
commutators on parameters:

(7.39) with

- 01

- V
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are required, 
redef initions.

This is just the transformation rule we were after, 
related to

\ Q 
pv

h pv

\ (e1

,bvp

The antisymmetric part of b 
gian corresponds to the 
between 4» and

-

6[P2.P1]

, +L1 
pv

. ’ L1 
pv

[0.6]^ -

V *

To simplify somewhat, we

+ * Cv,X ‘W + k %X ‘W

L1 * ^pp

,b vp

cp 6 <p - kh pv

(Q1,Q2) -
U,Q]'1V

Ll,b

Q1'“‘02av
,PV,X

- C2P^’P

• can be gauged away completely. No free lagran- 
antisymmetrlc part. For a first order interaction

- ic.or

^i.b

- ^A2v’pIQ.W v

[6P2,6P1] <(,

+

+ kb , v pv

Now we have four such first order interactions and two field 
Modulo these field redefinitions there is again precisely

first order interaction lagrangian which satisfies (7.35).
lent forms is given by



What remains

the

forAsfor can
theis admissible in

can
a

(7.40) + Q+ <( b

(7.41)

From to

5. Supergravity
betweeninteractionallare

are

L67

redefinitions, 
be obtained.

'pXbXv6b pv + 2Q pv
A ,v

ba.’ %eap

As we will show, one of the
not

+ V

% K

i can pv

centered around the
The possibility of this interaction 
free massless spin-3/2 and spin-2 
In this section we will show that 

straightforward calculation 
Disentangling the algebraic structure from 

the first order theory is much harder, however.
commutators has to become field dependent. Hence the commutators 
longer directly determined by the first order interaction, as they are for the 
Yang-Mills theory and gravitation.

if a

h pv 
order term

be regarded as gauge parameter 
suitable transformation law for b

2£

With the above transformation law b pv
algebra (7.39). The connection with the vierbein
of the identification

forms an

Supergravity theories 

massless spin-3/2 fields and gravitation, 
was found only when the the theories for 

fields were known for quite a time [12,13]. 
in the extended massless field theory formalism a 

gives a first order interaction.

Then b is

the no vierbein case as 
we choose it

the vierbein option 
follows. Instead of letting Q 
to be dependent on £ and h in such a way that a symmetric b remains symmetric 

transformation (7.40) is applied. In other words we fix the Q—gauge by 
requiring b to be symmetric. Then b is a function of h and the resulting 
transformation law for <|> is modulo field redefinitions equivalent to (7.30).

one can go over
be an independent gauge parameter

and these commutators satisfy the appropriate Jacobi identities.
to do is to find a transformation rule for b^^. ^act we have already
representation for h , the transformation rule of the previous section where pv f
the Q-dependence can be regarded to be represented trivially. By means o 
field redefinitions other representations for h can be obtained.
the antisymmetric part of b every first
first order transformation since they all

After some puzzling

exact representation of the 
formalism is made by means



(7-42) = L0(spin-2) + L0(spin-3/2)L0

■ + 4av<tv -L0(spin-3/2)(7.43)

The equations of motion of the free lagran-is a Majorana vector-spinor.

(7.44) 0 ,(x)

= 0 for all

search for have the generic form

(7.45) Ll = h Y.
To ensure

followsas

(7.46) = 00 for all (|> which satisfy

which satisfy0 for all

= 0 and

of
straints.

action.

(EYp4>o + eT<j<|,p)(7.47) £
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The lagrangian for free massless spin-2 fields is given by (7.8), while the 
Rarita-Schwinger lagrangian of free massless spin-3/2 fields is given by

However, 
are mere "fake interactions".

£ 
8

6U
gian satisfy

h pv

6h po

, >pv

, > pv

first order interaction lagrangian, the corresponding 
One finds

for all h i pv

P

= 0 
pvL°.4.p

4>p(x)

Lo’%

8P(L1J ) 
p

^(T-O^ )

The simplest cubic interactions we can

L°,h

The free lagrangian which is our starting point is in this case:

Six linear combinations of first order lagrangians satisfy the 
five of these are related to field redefinitions and thus

So again there is an unique first order inter-
One of its equivalent forms can be found in appendix C.

Modulo total divergencies, 13 lagrangians of the above type exist, 
gauge Invariance, constraints are imposed

+ C - i p,o ^o,p

Having obtained a
first order gauge transformation can be determined.

dp<L°,h

8"<Ll,h

above con-



+ Wp, xe

non-trivial.arethat two

[6c.6e] with(7.48)

(5,e] °xPEK

GCT transformation on a spin-^ field, as

order variation of onefirst
on

+ 0(<2)+ d [€2»ei](7.49) Vpv

with

This is the famous commutator

the nature
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Therefore it must
Indeed we find

€

^vE,v

Note this commutator is the same 
found in the previous section.

All other commutators, 
the variations of 

transfer
able to calculate 

of

and for the same reason

of the lowest order commutators
GCT (spin-2) and a super (spin-3/2) transformation 

gives a first order contribution to the variation of 
have the form of a lowest order super transformation.

First we meet the same problem as in 
field of two GCT

- a (Ge) + °<*2>

. ,6 1 he2 C1J I

a way that 

interactions alone.

v

on the 4^

+ xP > *

as a

av[e2>ei](1

’ - I E2

as to

It appears
First, the commutator of a

h : pv

[e2.ei)(1

The other commutator which gives rise to a 
of the fields is of two supertransformations

It is much harder to modify the gauge transformations in such 
they form a Lie algebra than in the case of gravitational

the previous section: the commutator 
transformations contains terms proportional to 
the Jacobi identity between an<* e not

of supergravity: the commutator of two super
transformations is a general coordinate transformation (GCT). Note we have 
not an anticommutator here but a commutator, because and e2 are the parame
ters of the gauge transformation, not the generators.
not mentioned above, give only second order contributions to 
the fields. Because they could be influenced by second order gauge 
mations as well, which are not yet determined, we are not 
these commutators without making additional assumptions 
these second order contributions.

Redefinitions of fields and gauge parameters permit us to cast these transfer 
mation rules in different forms.

64? =



Here it

to find
connnutators

(7-50) [6P1>6P21 F + 0(<2)F

where for field.want

term.

• e.

(7-51)
)e

)+

+(%VA'Wx)JoPXe

+ K(b,

The commutators are given by, neglecting terms of order k2,

(7.52) [5,e]

[Q,eJ = % °apCap E
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gauge transformations, 
neglecting terms of order

• +b PP>o '

For the 
in addition 
is non

‘ turn to the 
attempted to find full 

transformations and

6<|> 
P

• +b po,p <

6b pv +2Q > pv 'A' k V’’

'oXt>i 'oKb|

'gv,X5

Next we 
will not be <

E

V.v

super transformations this is only possible if 
commutator field dependent i.e. (see chapter IV)

gauge parameters 
satisfy the lowest 

or local Lorentz 
provided

commutators involving supertransformations, 
transformation laws, we merely want 

satisfying

commutator of two 
we make the 

zero.

<2 K Ub b0 op op,X 1 •« b oX po,p

modulo

&^rpi.p2]

transformation with a

2£ -U»v

satisfied. One remedy is to make the 
include higher order terms in the 
bility is to introduce 
antisymmetric 

vious section.

commutator [e,£] field dependent, and to 
transformation law for . The other possi- 

a pure gauge" antisymmetric field v together with an 
gauge parameter e t similar to what has been done in the pre-

oX^pp,a

field and gauge

and F for a field. Moreover we 
order Jacobi identity. For the 

transformation with a supertransforma- 
we extend the transformation with a suitable

Finally we find for the 
parameter redefinitions, and

P| and P2 stand 
the commutators to 

commutator of a GCT 
tion, (7.50) holds 
second order



and
tel.e2] =

with El

are
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1
" 8

apart from
Moreover in lowest order all Jacobi identies (4.21)

X

With the above transformation rules not only (7.50) is satisfied which states 
that the fields form realisations of the algebra (7.39),(7.52), 
higher order terms, 
satisfied as well.

Xjl.v^ +

\ E2

+h k Xv,p t Mx\ + 16 XXhX, + 16 XX(vpv,X



VIII TOWARDS A SPIN-3 SELF INTERACTION

1. Introduction
made in this

is
has the

are

to

an

2. The first order lagrangian
has

(8.1) -I-O “

3 ^xxp.y^Pyp.p
This lagrangian is invariant under the free gauge transformation

(8.2) *apy * *apy + 8a^Py

where the gauge parameter must be traceless

(8.3) 0

that

My(x)- k for all(8.4) 0nap’My

explained in chapter V,abbreviationisHere Lo an
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I

) -
PPY

^aPyjP^aPy.p

The free source constraint related to this gauge transformation states 
the traceless divergence of the l.h.s of the equation of motion vanishes

dY(L0

, A »*ppy

+Vy«

3 3
+ ~2 ^apX,X^aPp,p + "2 *XXa,P^ppa, P

+ 7 *XXP>p'*’aap,p

5pp

+ VaP

A first step towards theories of massless spin-3 fields I?
chapter. It is shown that a non-trivial cubic first order interaction exists 
for massless spln-3 fields [23]. This interaction is cubic in space-time 
derivatives implying that the coupling constant has the dimension of an in

verse mass squared. At least three different spin species are needed to form 

this interaction lagrangian. The first order gauge transformation is shown to 
be noncommuting. The algebraic structure of the theory appears to be dif

ferent from the Yang-Mills theory or t-honrv nF opnpral relativity in the 

following sense.

The first order commutator on

for As

The lagrangian for a free spin-3 field ‘t,a^ » symmetric in a,P and y 

been given in chapter II. It can be written in the form

L°,*

At least three different spin species 
The first order gauge transformation 

The algebraic structure of the theory appears 
the theory of general relativity

No extended massless theory of only spin-3 fields exists 
[25]. The first order commutator on the fields is suggestive of an algebraic 
structure involving massless fields of every higher spin.



suitable first order interaction has to satisfy

(8.5) 0

for all

Here the l.h.s of the field equation is given by

(8.6) ^XXy,a?^X3y,aX, XX

the

three derivatives.

means

1 Lo<*' )(8.7)

generalisedconstraints areandThe source

0- k(8.8) %p L1.*a

*c which satisfy Lo ^cfor all pOT

with three derivatives has the formA typical first order lagrangian

♦a(8.9) 1-1 -
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take only
However

+ E2 
apy

E1
aPY

) ’

PPY

a
aPr

) = 
PPY

gauge 

accordingly.

transformations

The generalisation of (8.5) is

where the dots represent indices, 
implied. The derivatives on such a lagrangian may 

way as well.

- 0 
pox

aY(L1,*a „

Then the coupling
Right from the begin- 

4>a „ . This apy
of the lowest order lagran-

this implies a

Lo

trilinear interaction for the fields > 
an odd number of derivatives. The simplest possi- 

implying the coupling parameter is 
can

f abc

Since we want to find a 
interaction should contain 
bility is to take only one derivative, 
dimensionless. However no interaction of this type which fulfills (8.5) 
be found, even if one allows for different spin-3 fields to be present.

which satisfy Lo $ = 0

The next simplest case contains 
parameter has the dimension of an inverse squared mass, 
ning we will include the possibility of several spin-3 fields 

that the lowest order lagrangian is the sum 
gians of every spin-3 field.

and a summation over a,b,c, from 1 to n is 
be distributed in any other

LuaY(Li * - i
’%Py



Table III 48 lagrangians of type $>a ♦cThe

ypa

a be

>c

abc

poo
a be

»c

pcrX.Y

Xpp,PY
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♦ b

*b
XXp* XXa,0

XXp.po* XX0 
b 

’ aa0

apX.Xr'

aPY.K*

*b
a06,X„b

aPY* ®P6,Yk

*b<xPy,Y^ aPp.X'

Ppp,GY
♦Co 

app,o pya

p* PXp.Y

*PpX,p

:* pXp.pY

♦C
' ooa,0p

♦c
I aa0,o

*c
1 Pyy.po

♦c
• oo0,yp

:* Ppp,p

■ PPP.YO

♦c PPT.XP

♦c• pPT,X

♦C
: ppa.pX

♦C
Ppa.YX 

♦CD [ Ppa.Y

ppp.YX

♦C' ppp,X

♦C
1 Tty, a

♦C
' Tty, a

♦Cr XXo,y

11 /T Qy

4»C
r pay.Y 

c
P°Y»Y0

39
Ll '

40abc
L1

4^abc
L1

**2abc
L1

_ 4 3 abc 
L1

. ****abc 
L1
_ 1+5abc
L1

4 6 abc 
L1

_ 1|7abc
L1
T **8abc
L1

PPa.py 

ppa,p4> 
i i

“PY.aP*

■ ppp,a* XXp.Py 

*baap,p* XXp.p' 
' 4b *' 
aap* XXp,p*

XXa,apv 
b 

XXa,0^ ppy'

* 6eX,x' 

a«P,Y*b

♦b A 
po6,e 

? aaX,apv pea' 
b 

apX,X^ 66a,p

Axx.p*0' 
xb 

a0X,XyV 
i b
a0Y,X^ a66, 

4>b 
apY,Xy app 

i b
aPY.x1*’ ooa’

T 1abc 
L1

T 2abc
L1
. 3 a be
L1
T Mabc
L1
. 5abc
L1
. 6abc
L1

_ 7abc
L1
. 8abc
L1
. 9 a be
L1
. 10abc
L1
. 1Aabc
L1

l2abc
L1
_ 13abc
L1

l^abi
L1
T 15abc
L1

16abc
L1

17
Ll '

18abc
L1

19abc
L1

20abc
L1
. 21abc
L1

22ab«
L1

23abc
L1

2**abc
L1

’ *a:

’ ♦’kXp.p*'

- *a D *b pPy’ XXa.p
- *a o 4>b

oPy,ypT XXa
’ *a 4b , 

gPy.p* XXa
■= 4a 4b , 

aap* ppx.X
= 4a 4b

* aap.px’ pax'

aap,X^ pert

= 4>a <j>
a0YV

1 apX.XY*

a0Y>X^ apo^
_ a b c

* oPy* app.X* pp6,Xy

a b c
’ oPy* app.YX* pp6,X

“ 4a 4b 4C
’ aPY.YV a0p,X* poo

* aPY.X* app.YX* |

* apY.X* app*

* “PY.Y^* aPp'

- 4a o ,
ppa.PY ppP

= 4a 4,b
Ppa.P PPp,Y

- 4a 4b
apY,a0<P ppa'

■ <Py'

- *a

XXa,aP^ ppy,6^ PYb 

43 -b tc
* XXpjO^ aa0,YV 0Ya>P

XXa,ap^ ppa^ 0OY,Y 

XXa,0^ ppY^ 0Ya»aa 

aaP^ 6eX,X^ 6ep,p0 

aa0,Y^ poX,X0^ ■ 

(t,a c c n
* aa0* po6,e* ope,60 
0a . D0b <t>C Q .

aaX,a0 poa po0>X 
Aa Ab ac 
9 a0X,X<p 66a,p9 0pa,a 

^apY

♦a

28abc
Li

T 26abc
Li

27abc
L1
T 28abc
L1

29abc
L1

30abcL! =
. 31abc
L1

32abc
L1
T 33abc
L1

34abc
L1
T 35abc
Lj

36abc
L1

37
Ll

38abc _

a0p,Xo^ 0yX^ aYa>P

a0X,p^ 0yp,o^ ayo,X

- 4>3 o o? 4>C
a0Y,a0 pox pox,Y

= 4>a 4>b 4>c
a0Y pox,a pox,0Y

= <j>a 4>b 4>c
a0X,X a0p,o pcry,Y

a0Y^ a0p,X^ pXo,oy

a0Y,Ya<^ “0P>^^ P^a

- <t>a rf>b <t>c
a0Y,Xy a0p,ov |

a0Y,Y^4> a0P^ pXo,o

0 a0Y,X4’ 00?* :

b
apo,X( 

b> 
apo

c
0pa,YX



There

gencies.

The Euler-Lagrange equations for such

(8.10) -- a6 + V

Table IV Field redefinitions

= flabc*' - fio'

 abc 
= hi n,- f2ab% * Y<X

- f3ab%’ - f♦Pye

- fuabc* - f 13

- fm” f5
Pye

" f 15 e«

“ f 16♦ Pye

- f17♦

= f18'
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to fake interac- 
substltution in

to
of the free lagrangian.

(8.11)

correspond to a gauge

^^PY

*17«Py

‘’’“apY

L’$«Py

redefinitions will give rise 
invariance

independent fake
In

field redefinitions give rise

18 field redefinitions which give rise on 
They are listed in Table IV.

4 6eC,Y

Pye.6

:* p6e,y

Aee.y

Aey

dL
e ^(xPy,6€

dL 
d4,a0y,6eC

* yCC.e

'b AA ♦' 
e66, e

b
’ e66'

,ba66,e*C 

b 
’ a66‘

dL

a0Y

'* Pye,a

dL
8‘*’aPy)6

>* Pye.e

’ aPy

abc b c
* 66e,aa

♦C1 a0Y,e

4>1° - \ 4>15 and 4>9 - <t>18

transformations if the coefficients satisfy

 abc b c 
= f7 4> <■ e4>' a<5E,<5

’ apy

apy

’ apy

is
’ apy

♦ 7’ «py

♦6’ apy

’ aPY

*16 o 
apy

an Interaction lagrangian read

♦ 10 o aPr’ apy

are altoghether 48 lagranglans of the above type, modulo total diver- 
A possible choice is listed in Table III.

*1M«PY

*18 o ’’ apy

?3 o T apy

?5 o ’ apY

abc b
1 * a66'

6eC* Pey.C 
b 
’ 6eC'

*apy + *apy+8'*’apy’ 
Symmetrisation in a,P and y is implied.

66e,e*C

V e66' 
abc b

1 ’’ap4’ 66C.E'

abc b c
1 T,ap* PSC* CeY.E 

abc .b c
’ 66e,y* 1

abc b .c
» 6ey

abc bw 
abc .1 

1 T’ap4'

As explained in chapter III, 
tions. There are

Lo to a first order interaction of type (8.9).

because of the gauge
However, not all field 

interactions, 
particular,

'ap4'’’.

abc 
12



(8.12)

f 18- Furthermore

♦ 5 + 06 - % <t>15(8.13)

is a gauge transformation if

(8.14) and

Of

of thisabc

Modulohave
one

as

(8-15) L1 ’ iLla

fabcwhere Is fully antisymmetric and

0- -9/2 3/20 a37al a13 a25
0612 a38a2 a26am

3 a39a3 a27a15
- -103- -6 a40a4 a16 a28

60 a41a5 a17 a29
0 a42a6 a18 a30

12- -21/23/2 a43a7 a19 a31
129 a44a8 a20 a32
3- -7 60 a45a9 a21 a33

- -66 123 a46a10 “ a22 a34
99 9/2 - -6 a47all " a23 a35
99 - -69 a48a12 " a24 a36
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1 
abc

- -9/4

- -5/4

field redefinitions, 
massless spin-3 

In terms of the lagran-

48 
i-£l

^abc

and similarly for fg and

 acb“ f 10

 abc" f6

 abc" fl5

. c acb + f5 abc= f5

, abc f 10 , acb" f15

, abc f5

established the following.
one and only one cubic interaction lagrangian for 

fields which is trilinear in space-time derivatives.
glans of Table III, it can be given

 abc f 15

Having done all the work of listing all possible fake interactions, they can 
be used to eliminate elements of our base of 48 lagrangians of type (8.9). 
the remaining elements one and only one combination can be found which satis
fies the requirement (8.8). The coefficient f„u^ of this combination is fully 
antisymmetric.

there is
Thus we



3. The first order transformation and commutator
first write the trace-we

(8.16)

is the
V.

+ gTl(8.17)

transformation canfirst order gauge

+ -j (♦ + 3 ♦'- *a(8.18)

) }-2
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Using this freedom the 

the relatively simple form

E 
aPY

Field redefinitions, 
shell" in the 

The

b
' pot

b
’ api’ P<*

) = Bf 
PPY

The
The three possible "on 
twelve possible gauge parameter 

redefinitions do affect the commutator.

b e-
<xpY,P<*

-40 
YP»<*

a ap ( 
b pox

Fa M,Y

b c
’ appjO’

b -c
’ app,c> ’ po,t

0b
* pax.Y

To obtain the first order gauge transformation, 
less divergence of the l.h.s. of the field equation as

0a’ <*Py

. ’ * V Lua aPy

ya,P + ^“0

aPY + cyclic^ aP,Y

♦a’ apy

aY(Ll,»a

o' PY.pa

There are many equivalent forms of the first order term, 
gauge parameter redefinitions and contributions vanishing on 
sense explained in section IV. 1 all can modify the gauge transformation, 
freedom due to field redefinitions is fixed once a specific form of the first 

made to obtain a

and contributions
can modify the gauge 

a specific 
particular choice (8.15) was

shell vanishing terms" are 
redefinitions in

be cast in

For the case considered here, this is the explicit form of (5.6) of chapter 
Having done this, it is easy to obtain by means of use of "partial inte

grations", as explained in chapter V, the first order gauge transformation

That the above lagrangian cannot be generated by field redefinitions can 
be checked as follows. Lagrangian number 42 from Table III appears in the 
expression (8.15) but cannot be obtained by means of a field redefinition from 
the lowest order lagrangian.

order lagrangian is chosen, 
simple transformation law. 
listed in Table V, and the 
Table VI. Only the gauge parameter

a “BY(40 ?
b pc?9' P<?



Table V

Table VI

v6e, e

+51
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Gauge parameter redefinitions, 
symmetric and traceless Implied is that only the parts 

are being considered.

,>} + (5? - 5jC} 

)} + (52b ~ 5iC}

c
v6, e

) 
yXX

{e6fabcC2b,

in p and v

gauge parameter redefinition

C1fabce s pv

fabc b c6f € e ■
, E

+ fa^c

pv6, e

pv6

66v,e

4 66v

b
12 pv'
b

PVjE^1

($lc A
* pVjdE

6e,e(5lCpv,6+25l

' (F C xr c
v6,ee+^1 6e, EV

6ee, v
c’fabc<6< 

c-fabc<6.v' 

cn^bE6*c, 

“2^6,v<

66e,e

♦C 66e

e6p,v

♦ C" e6p

*a’ «PY

♦C v6e

♦a
<xpY

♦ 4a +
’ «Pr

On shell vanishing terms.

♦ $a
’ <xPY

+ f

|i6,e(51

{2c7fabC52b(1J1

(Zcgf^V!

(2c9fab%b^,

{2c10fabc52b

(cnfabc52bE6,

<C-fab<Ve6,v

abc v
■b T „
’ po L°,it>c

POY

^C6e,6e

c
6e,6

.+251

'rt L,,s
+ aP L°.'>C.

:+^C6s,v

change induced in Cq(^2>^1)_______________

{ci2fab%b^1C6Ej5E} + U? - 51C} 

{c2fabc€2b(1ViE5iC6E>6} + U2b - €iC} 

{c3fabC52b6e(51Cllv>6E+2C1C(iE>6v)} + {S2b - ^C| 

(C-fabC^b6e>E^l\v>6+251C116>v)} + U2b - 51C1 

{cSfabc52b„A(51c>1R .^iC6e,ev^iCve,e6)}

+ U2b - 51C}

Cev,6>l

+ {52b " 51 } 

) + {5b2 - 5Ci}

) + (52b - 51°)

} + {?2b * 51C}

} + {5? - 5ic)

c 
'• ps, 6v

c
6v, 6e

PEjE^1 v6,6

F C
• 1 6e,ev

pfijV^1 6e,e

(51 e6,pv+2^2

(C1Ce6,P

♦a’ afSy

• •*«> ■



transforma-the first order gauge

(8.19) SapY

To (8.17) corresponds the following form of the commutator

.52( 5i(8.20)

)(- 52c) - % Tr) +.52

bNote Cg‘

(112.51) + °<82)(8.21) g

4. No spin-3 analogue of General Relativity

it

4>I*.(8.22)

fI®,(8.23) piv

contains

for an
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Detailed analysis of all possible forms of 
tion shows that the following term is always present:

However, 

no terms

since T1(^;C0) 
is impossible
like General Relati-

’ I Si

b I 
pp,oa 

pv

b <PP,O

c
• vp, o

c
! pa

fabc

f abc

a
1 pv is traceless, like 

transformation law (8.18) and first order

and the theory of 
the sense

For spin three this is 
of (8.19) in the first 

to a term

where the commutator [€2,^11 
not possible, because of the following, 
order gauge

a realisation of a

>. >6r ] * ”
^2 £1

V65i] *

c 
and £2 •

c
’ vo,p

b $2 
pv,po

no such term can be present 

with four derivatives acting on

extended free spin-3 theory to 

vity or Yang-Mills.

In section IV.4 

General Relativity 
that one can

’ apTSpcpvS1 po^2

6g[£2.£ll

f abc

. g2 (fabcfbde+fabefbcd)

cyclic 0y

^abc

(5/

does not depend on 0.
The term 

transformation gives rise in the commutator on

ln 6g[52.511*’ 
<t>. Thus it 

have a bracket structure

that Yang-Mills theory
They are self contained in
theories of the particles interacting 

be viewed as extended massless 
transformations which form

was shown

were very similar, 

limit such theories to be 
with themselves or external sources. They can 
theories and their actions are invariant for field

non-trivial algebra

b c
a3Y>P°^ Pa

The reader may check that the above 
commutator (8.20) satisfy



order terms

inter-
we

Does the algebraic structure involve every higher spin?

massless interacting spin-3 thefields, on

can

(8.24) ♦ 51 ,52

a

on
contains a term like

(8.25) other termspopv

Now compare this to (8.24).

(8.26) (52.51] 51 .52

Even if the
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be found along the following lines.
s satisfy the Jacobi identity, (8.23) reduces to

Also when we allow for higher 
in the

has a different
No self con-

c
■ y6

b ,• <*p'

epo’ c
! pv

there must be a 
cubic spin-5 selfinteraction as well.

^adb[652’65i]

The commutator of two spin-3 transformations not 
only gives again a spin-3 transformation, parametrized by Cq of (8.20), but a 
spin-5 transformation as well, parametrized by

Maybe a solution 
the fabc'

(5)a 
a0y6

’ aPy.papv'

every 
based

c0

FC apY,popv^ |

f abc

on a

(fbec

6$a .apY
_abc g f

free massless spin-3 fields in
ruled out every theory in

free

where the above expression is to be symmetrized in a,p,y and 6.
assumptions made above could all be justified, we are still left with some 
problems. If there are spin-5 fields around, there must be a free spin-5 
lagrangian and most likely a cubic spin-5 selfinteraction as well. Not only

One way out of the impasse of the preceding sections, 
and search for other lagrangians describing 
stead of (8.1). On the other hand we have not 
volving higher 
lagrangian (8.1).

Even an

is to start anew,

we are

For what we

This is very suggestive. Making a bold extrapolation of the transformation 
laws obtained for various spin-3 first order interactions (see Appendix C), 
one would conclude that the effect of a spln-5 transformation on ^a^y

stronger result can be proved.
T2($>4»;€) in the gauge transformation and C,C2»

commutator we cannot cancel (8.23). Contributions from T2 terms will have at 
least one derivative acting on a gauge parameter while
index structure. We are thus led to the following conclusion.
talned "extended" theory, based on the free spin-3 lagrangian (8.1) of 
acting massless spin-3 fields exists. For what we mean by "extended , 
refer to chapter III.

of a

Note that If



at

ono
more

all differ**'Let us group

4>$ $ pvpo

hyperfield and ty>er-E. The

d$>(8.27) 6S>

satifying

(8.28)

[S2>S11-for some properly defined commutator
speculatleesmerethis sections are

the moment, to be
We stress all considerations in 

verified by later research.

4> 
P

and all gauge parameters into one hyperparameter 

parameter could form a bracket structure like

*

So we can

6g[S2,Sil

g {®.sl

<t> pvp%V

commuted, tf-rtt-t-, v'** 

be \nt
Infinite 4 iff

Presustahly a,'

envisage the following structure.
symmetric tensor fields toghether into one hyperfield <T»

spin-5 transformtIons are 
Reasoning as before, they would 

So one could go one and ono.
with more and more derivatives.

this, but when two such 

derivatives will appear. 
spin-9 transformations, 
higher spins are expected, 
intermediate spins could be needed also.



IX INTERACTION BETWEEN A GAUGE FIELD AND SCALAR FIELDS

Introduction

forSuch
thefield, essential

scalar
fields.

familiar

out

2. Coupling scalar to massless spin-1 or spin-2 fields

is taken,

- -(9.1) Ll

where is a massless real scalar field with N "internal" components.
The that the first order lagrangian satisfies the source

(9.2) 0 = 0which satisfy L0

gives

(9.3) 1-1,. . .N

The corresponding first

-----82

requirement
constraint

single type of spln-1 field 
lagrangian quadratic in $ and linear

The main function of 
Interactions between 
instance i spin-2 gauge 

gauge field.

i)

A P

the simplest first order 
in the spin-1 field A

APl-..ps

in case of a 
selfinteraction of the |

the gauge fields 
matter fields.

reads

.1 » 4> »<P
for all (Ji*

c1*

When a

interactions can also give, 
information about

to mediate

The scalar field must have at least two components, 
order gauge transformations are given by

represented by massless
in a scalar field 4> and linear in 

studied [25]. We begin by discussing the 
or spin-2. Next we show that for any 

analoguous interaction exists, involving s derivatives 
An other way to arrive at the first 

to start considering the global symmetries of the lagran- 
free scalar field. Finally it is pointed out that when trying to 
the algebraic structure of the theory, one encouters problems very 

similar to those of the preceding chapter.

the matter fields are
First order interactions quadratic 

a spin-s gauge field are
cases where A carries spin-1 

spin-s gauge boson an 
and unique modulo field redefinitions, 
order Interaction is 
gian of a f 
disentangle

In this section

we know in nature is



6$>1 =(9.4) A

a

(9.5) 6<t> i <t> A

several species of spin-1 one...n,

(9.6) L1 =

with

(9.7)

The first order transformation of <t> reads

Aa(9-8)

The commutator of two such transformations on the scalar field is

(9.9)

of (9.9) to be of the same form as (9.8) gives

(9.10)

So we arrive at

(9.11)
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11

for i,k«l,••.N 
and a,b-l,...n

<t>k

6A A 
»P-

cija

ik< c

Aa

Cf cab

- g2 (c1Jacjkb - ) A2“[6. 6aA2 Ai
A?

In case N=2, the two real components of 
one complex scalar with the transforma-

for some constants fa^c

fields Aa ,

These transformations commute and the abelian group of the transformations of 

single spin-1 field is not changed.
the scalar field may be combined into
tlon rule

(clJac^b - c

601 i ja g c

_abc 
g f

!JbJka) -

c1Ja

g c1J

Requiring the r.h.s.

cJla

. b . a 
A2 Aj[A2,Al]a

In case there are 
finds

cijbcjka



The fabc If

a

(9.12) 0 = 0for all <t> which satisfy

This

(9.13) - \
If the scalar field 4>

The corresponding gauge transformation

(9.14) <5<$> =

order

(9.15) + g2(x1<> h6<t> =

2

(9.16)

X,Xp52-2^'

(9.15), one must

4

If we require the r.h.s of (9.16) 

have x1-x2"0’ So we find

structure constants.
i the spin-1 fields 

in order that the 
a way as

L1 “ “ % (h pv h PPV

p’v',+52v’vp)5iP)}

, > pv

are the 
interaction between 
present as well, 
modified in such

pp,/V + *2* ‘’pv,/’)

P’V^1

On calculating the lowest 
gauge transformation should be 
order in g one has

has an internal index as well, the interaction must be 
symmetric in these internal indices.
is

+x14>(251p,pv|

contains two derivatives.
One form is given by

) <t>1

Z1X)♦ = g2{*iV(^V'X!

)^2P-(52I

to be of the same form as

!P,PV?1V) + X2*((51

L1=hpp'

Assume that up to

t2X -

these are

*,V

There is an first order interaction which 
interaction is unique modulo field redefinitions.

g amount to spin—2 gauge parameter redefinitions or 
The lowest order commutator is

8 *,V

= <t>

commutator, the second order terms 
taken into account.

Other terms of order 
field redefinitions .

non-zero then a self- 
as described in chapter VII must be 

transformation rule of the spin—1 field is 
to agree with the commutator (9.11).

8

8 (Ll,h

A first guess for the first order 
massless spin-2 field might be 
constraint

L1,4>

interaction of a scalar field with 

(04>, this however does not obey the source

in the 
second



(9.17) (6, g2 ♦ v <51 > v
coordinate transformationsis the familiar commutator of generaland

(9.18)

one

*
commutator

clja I5V[6C.6A](9.19) = g g'

a

[65,6A](9.20)

5V[€»A]

second orderbe cancelled if
4>

g g’(9.21)

redeflntion of the gaugegauge parameterThis second order term amounts to

parameter A.

3. Coupling to a gauge field of arbitrary spin
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transformation is again 

parameter transforms as a

forced to
The scalar

consistent with the 
include a spin-2 

field and the

general coordinate 
transformation

transformation and 
The charge 

transformations.

clja

01

4>i

a first
, and quadratic 

lagrangian Lq should

- 5?X 52X - 52V,X'

order interaction
in a massless

satisfy the constraint

spln-s gauge
scalar field 4> • A

•52’65i] * ' 5iX)

To make the transformation rule of the scalar field 

transformation rule of the spin-2 field, one is 

self Interaction as discussed in section (VII.3). 
spin-2 field then obey the same commutator.

(£2>£1]V

a "charge"
a charge transformation.
scalar under general coordinate

v,X X - v,X, 
^2 ~t>2

Let us try to find 

boson field 
suitable first order interaction

51x

spin—1 and 
» scalar field, 
one with g* * we

Hence the commutator of

linear In a

To lowest order, this commutator can 

term to the gauge transformation of

-

we add a

Finally one can consider the change in <t> when one commutes a 
a spln-2 transformation. Calculating the commutator on the 
denoting the spin-1 coupling strength with g, and the spin 2 

find



(9.22) 0
PM2 ---Ms

for all 0(x) which satisfy 0

Even s~2 derivatives

follows forfromare But s
interactiona first

exists. ofhow

on

(9.23) L1 »M1---Mk

need to be considered.

one

(9.24)

Implied by (9.24) is the symmetry character of the coefficients cij:

(9-25)

(9.26) Ll

♦ ♦'
P1P2

with
Ji(-1)

(9.27)
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4>A

One and only 
constraint (9.22).

E k=0
E2 
M

AMl••-Ms

1
2(s-l)

0 , vv

1
,XXM3•• -Mk+2

,Mk+l * • *Ms

.J
,Mk+l* * ’Ms

i
»M1---Mk

that since the gauge field is 
at least s-2 derivatives are needed .

By means of field redefinitions 
tion to an equivalent one which corresponds 
mation rule .

combination of lagrangians of type (9.23) satisfies the 
It is given by

ap(M A

L1

£ L1>a\XpnM...us

s c

<-l)k

ak ”,

A ! (k)
Hl - - -Us k-0

one can modify this first order interac- 
particular simple transfor- 

This equivalent first order lagrangian is

Clj

= N(s) Am...Ps

to a

First we note

cJ1

O' .m---uk

Cij = (-l)s

L°.o

(£) o:t (-1/ k=0

}Mk+3 • • -Ms

How many derivatives do we need? 
double traceless, 

not enough as follows from a straightforward calculation, 
derivatives a (modulo field redefinitions) unique first order 

We briefly indicate 
partial intergrations, all derivatives acting 
ed away. Then all lagrangians involving 0 or 
redefinitions. So only lagrangians of the type

this lagrangian. By means 
the gauge field may be shift- 
0*^0'^ are related to field

unique
to obtain



!

- (-1) s { }.ak

2s]’1N(s) - [

(9.28)

A first order inter-

s

4. Starting from a global symmetry
It is of between masslessinterest order interactionthat the first

scalars and a
means.

or start

we

(9.29) So = S fd**x 4>

Jii(9.30) where
♦

The above invariance can
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be easily generalized, 

formations

to cast either the lagran- 
simple form.

kE m=0

1> i
i

Here the parameters £ are not space-time dependent.
The action (9.29) is invariant for all global trans

it is well known that the action (9.29) is invariant for infinitesimal "phase 
transformations" and infinitesimal "translations":

4>J(x)
1 X(x)

4>1(x)
♦ 1(x)

action between a 
least

64,1

) - 21(s;

g cIj

spin-s gauge field found in the preceding section, also can be 
obtained by different means. As we mentioned before, looking for new theories 
can be done in two ways. Either start from a known global symmetry, 
from a locally invariant free theory. In this thesis we have been pursuing 
the latter approach, which is the easiest when one looks for selfinteractions. 
However, to make contact with the other apporoach, we show in this section how 
the first order interactions between scalars and gauge field are related to 
global invariances of the action for massless scalar fields

♦ *£(x)+^
* Cf^x) + .

The first order transformation rule of the scalar field which corresponds to 
the above interaction lagrangian is simply given by

We have established in this section the following.
spin-s gauge field and two massless scalar fields involves at 

s derivatives. For s derivatives this interaction is unique modulo 
field redefinitions. Field redefinitions allow us 
gian or the transformation rule for the scalar in a



0'

canask whetherIt is to

6S0 - Jd**x (»(9.32) ♦

+ terms involving d-£

which is fully antisymmetric and obeys

(9.33)

Then the first order lagrangian

(9.34) L1 •fr

ail belatterThed-£ and • can

(9.35)

section.
we

nor
introtraceless .

field the

Towards an algebraic structure?5.
transformations on

scalar.

6*1 -(9.36) i'

88

study the commutator of two gauge 
The transformation rule is given by

these global invariances 
of the action (9.29)

_1
s

P

i
’ A

d Pl

’ Pl •••Ps-l

ij
Pl •••Ps-l

j
Pl•• *Ps

cij A (x)pi...ps

j (x)
,P1 .. .Ps-l

j
,P1 .. -Ps-l

AiJ (x)
Pl•• ’Ps

(9.31) /(x)

..U oAPl ...ps

where = (-1)S^^

will cancel 6S0 
obtained by field redefinitions.

Aij
Pl •• -Ps

Assume there is a gauge field A^ 
P1 P sto lowest order the transformation rule

41(x) + t.

or □£)

jija g c

modulo terms involving
Working out the details, and defining

p2...ps

a massless

it appears we have found the same class of interactions as in the previous 
Actually it was by means of the "global invariace" method sketched 

here, that we obtained the scalar-gauge interactions first. So far, it has 
been neither required that the gauge field is double traceless, nor that the 
gauge parameter is traceless. These constraints only enter when one 
duces the free lagrangians of chapter II in order to give the gauge 
correct dynamical degrees of freedom.

Let us

E(x)iJ
Pl • •-Ps-l»X

a natural question 
generalized to local ones. If we calculate the variation 
for space-time dependent transformations, one finds



(9.27), apart from the allowance for several gauge param-
eters

Calculating the commutator

(9.37) [652>6€1] 1}“ (c

51 1{ 52

theHere
the

Involving allalgebraic structure

an

ers

<• 4>(x,k) + (4>(x,k),5(x,k)}(9.38) <t>(x ,k)

where we still have to find an explicit expression for the bracket.
the Jacobi Identity is the fol-

f)(g{f> 8}(9.39)

For scalar fields this yields:

89

An example of a bracket which satisfies 
lowing generalisation of the Poisson Bracket

which is the 
5a.

t1

- r Ji" f)(^- g) 
t n! l8xn r^dkn 81

same as

or next

on the field we find

ijk cJkb(*l

Perhaps one should not study the transformations of 
only, but of an infinite set of matter fields of every spin, 
advantageous to make 
vectors x and k.

formulas applying to tensor fields, 
law of the matter field would read

order commutator. However,
highest number of derivatives acting on

the same phenomenon occurs as 
algebraic structure of the 
field of two spin-s 
the original spin-s transformation.

a scalar matter field 
Then it may be 

a study of two-parameter functions f(x,k) of two four 
By means of making a Taylor series expansion in k one recov- 

In this formalism the transformation

we already met in our discussion of 
spin-3 selfinteraction.

transformations contains terms with more derivatives than

In principle quartic terms in the lagrangian can also give rise to terms 
proportional to g? in the transformation rule. When bilinear in A and $, they 
can contribute to the lowest order commutator. However, they cannot cancel 
the terms with the highest or next highest number of derivatives acting on <t> 
in (9.37).

The commutator on

Again this is very suggestive of an 
higher spins together.

.Pl-’Hs-l \vj-.Vs-!



(9.40) ♦ (x) ♦ (x) +

Nor

a

A more far fetched possibility, 
full transformation rule does 
the scheme sketched

s n! ••.\s

gauge parameter.
term of the commutator we have found for

This look more or less all right, but we must emphasize here it is not cor
rect, as we did not include the tracelessness of the 
does it reproduces the lowest order 
the spin-3 selfinteraction .

which remains to be studied, is that the 
involve non-local operators. This would mean 

in chapters III
transformation rule (9.36) would be 
to contain only local operators, 
order approximations using only local

Then the
operators.

and IV is no longer valid.
first order approximation which happens 

but it would not be possible to make higher 
operators.



appendix A: NOTATIONS AND CONVENTIONS

those of Bjorken &

repeated indices of any kind is implied, unless otherwise
stated.

For not always properlyare

Derivatives will often denoted by a comma: f

etc.

for "left hand side" andstand

- 1.Throughout this thesis we use units in which
as

8|A 3^ - WpL,*

91

Most of our notations and conventions are the 
Drell and of Itzykson & Zuber [8].

The abbreviations 
"right hand side".

df 
dxP

4*14*2 “ ^2^1 
4'lYkl<l>2 ” -4’2YP4’ 

<I'1Y*1YV4'2 “ <l»2YVYtl<l'l

T) pv
PV

2^.
-

= a f p

Vy^.yv].
+ nvaapP - nvpapa - npaov0’npPava

dL 
a'*’> P*P

The gamma-matrices satisfy
The definitions of an<j are

The commutator of the latter is

■ $ ’ ®p 4^;

same as

convenience sake, upper and 
matched if no confusion can arise.

Unless otherwise stated indices are raised and lowered with the Minkowski 
metric

Summation over

h = c

We work most of the time with real bose fields and anticommuting Majorana 
fermion fields. Useful identies for Majorana spinors 4*1 and 4*2 are:

"l.h.s." and

(y^y*} - yWy“ - 
y5 = lyOyl-^yS g J

t<,|iVoap1

lower indices

With the symbol L we denote the l.h.s of the equation of motion
> 4>

derived from a lagrangian (density) L=L(4>, d<t>, dd<t», ddd<t»,.. .) :



APPENDIX B:

L0(0)

- 1AL0d/2)

L0(D

■ + V. - 7/i)l0(3/2)

- V hM2>

)- i%( 0 HV >■Lo(5/2)
iv

L0(3> + 3 + 3 ^a<XY,p%PY»P*aPY,Y*«pX,X

+ 3/2 6 )^aPY,Y^aXX,p

LAGRANGIANS FOR FREE MASSLESS FIELDS 
OF SPIN 0, 1/2, 1, 3/2, 2, 5/2 AND 3

i h l*v,p pv,p

*aaX,X$YYP>P

+ A A ) P>v v,p

_______ _

- 4 ~z> <i>
p, pX , X

+ ‘Jtj,

+ 2 ~H> + 2 <|> <6, ,ix lx pp X,X

^apY>X<^apY,X

^(-A A R»v

h h ) pp,p VV,|X2 h h + 2 h h pv,p pp,V p,|l pp,v

— \ 4» 
pp aa

= b 4> 4>



CUBIC FIRST ORDER INTERACTIONS.TRANSFORMATIONS AND COMMUTATORSAPPENDIX C:

spin 0-0-0 -1D

First order lagrangian:

L1 4> <t> <t>
No first order gauge transformation.

No non-zero first order commutator.

spin O-1/2-1/2 0D

First order lagrangian:

4>'Li

No first order gauge transformation.

No non-zero first order commutator.

spin 0-1-1 1D

First order lagrangian:

- 4> FLl

with and

Gauge transformation:
i

No non-zero first order commutator.
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A1
R

F^
JAV

- A1

A

(D is the minus the dimension of the coupling 
section VI.2)

+ d A' P

with clj -

F1 
pv-

1 
pv

1 Cij

C^1

- A1

constant, see



spin 0-3/2-3/2 2D

First order lagrangian:

Ll ♦

and = - <l»‘

Gauge transformation:

<1/ <K

No non-zero first order commutator.

spin 0-2-2 3D

First order lagrangian:

Ll

R1and vXXpVK

Gauge transformation:

+ €' + £

No non-zero first order commutator.

spin 1-0-0 0D

First order lagrangian:

ij
Ll - *

Ji

Gauge transformation:

94

1>

A

A

ii

-+ h1 i

fjr1

i
I

+ d^e

with c =

with cij =

h1 
JAV

r1 pv

X|AVK

-b1 
HV,Xk

C1J

with =■

$ R

c^1

e^1

1

= h1 -h1

A + d A 
n Ji



A

No non-zero first order commutator.

spin 1-1/2-1/2 0D

First order lagrangian:

4»'Ll

ji

Gauge transformation:

Ag c

No non-zero first order commutator.

spin 1-1-1 0D

First order lagrangian:

fLl
jik = ikj

Gauge tranformation:
i + g f

First order commutator:

spin 1-3/2-3/2 1D

First order lagrangian:
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i
’ " 2

Ak 
p

A P

A P

A1 
p

. A1 
p

ljk Ai

4,1 +

+ a a p

+ a a n

with f^k =

->• A

■b1 +

A2k

■b-1

with =

AJ u Ak
v

fijk A J Al

eiJ

(A2,AJ 1



(*V3 )Ll V

ji and - A v,p’

Gauge transformation:

+ d A - i g

FxP % v
Non-zero first order commutator:

6 1 A F i J I
+ 0(g2)

(e2»El)with i

spin 1-2-2 2D

First order lagrangian:

Ll -

-

)
jl and Av,u’

Gauge transformation:

,),(5+ d A + g c 
iiP

v’ - 5+ C + C + g c
PV

stands for ^(H ) •Here S'

Non-zero first order commutator:

0(g2)
p

(5i(52.511 = - 51 ^2with £2
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vp.o- 1,1

^h1

A

A 
P

+ d i

= A
IA,V

A

F ixv

F 
pv

F 
jiv

po,oh

FXoh1 
pv

j
v

1 I 
v, a

j
o,v

h1 I
pv, o

E'[FpX<^

j
O, V

(P1

with Cij =

with clj =

H pv

oo,v+

A -►
P

i
v,X"^

hj
I Vp, 0

h j
,O V0,p

- h1 
VO, o

'«• .6e ] A
52 5iJ i

.(’sh1

A 
P

; v, o

h\v

6 r
g( 12,e 1)

cij ei1

+h : 
pv vp

6g(52.5il

1 i 
• V, o

c^

+ ’^pYp'WxA

[6 ,6 e2 El

e?

- ^pVpYp^vI c1J

■p’

E1 - g

clj e1 0-

h1 I 
po.p

hj 
pp,p vo,o

h1 hj
oo,p pp,v

pp>°

J . 
v,o

j

A 
U

.1

HP

hJ 
PP>P

j
PP.v

h1

F 
pv

pa.P

+ m/

pp,v+

hj 
PP.P



spin 2-0-0 1D

First order lagrangian:

ij - 4>Li

with

Gauge transformation:

+ E
4>‘g c

No non-zero first order commutator.

spin 2—1 / 2—1 / 2 1D

First order lagrangian:

)Ll <!>'

Gauge transformation:

j%X

No non-zero first order commutator.

spin 2-1-1 1D

First order lagrangian:

ij ,)Ll

and
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‘U, v

.ij .

) * 
PP

h HV

</

h 
PP

F1

F\v<*w
" A p»v

, V

i
»P

j
, v

h pv

<t>i +

i
’ 4

+ p

with c1^ =

with cij =

cij =

I h pv

+ Cv,p

<X

- k hxx

c

+

FJ 
vp

h pv

4)1

(h pv

= C
F j 

pv

CJ1

J1

(h HV

^X ^.x'

h pv

+ 8c^

i
PP

" A±v p’



No non-zero first order commutator (modulo gauge parameter redefinitions).

spin 2-3/2-3/2 1

First order lagrangian:

Ll <t>

<!•' XYI

* xV

)4>‘

Gauge transformation:

g c

h1pp,x apxe

Non-zero first order commutators:

I*. + 0(g2)pv

[ e2. e 1)with El

+ 0(g2)

Jij- >iwith apX 5p,xc

spin 2-2-2 1D

First order lagrangian:

98

- kh pv

h po

- 3/4 h pv

j’ X.,v

h po

+ £

h -► pv

LV^ V

h pv

+ dP

with c =

+ kh pv

A1

D =

+ c

^v E

. ,5 ] h e2 eXj |

+ e

+ ih pv

p^X^X,v

*‘,Yx<x
- ^h pv

68[£,e] 
j 

, V

+ ih pv

& rg[ e2» e 1 ]
- -

A.X

+ Cv.P

XV 

|iYvYp'ra<1' a,p

+ ^h
PP

+ kh pv

'’-‘xWjA.p

“ (“ih
i pp

+ 5P,a 

b

cJ1

- th 
PP

[6c6e] <7

=

U

P4’'

r^v.K0^

| Gauge transformation:

■jp>

^xW^o.P

+ ^pv^pV^.X

AWp^P.v

h pv

I *2

lj f Vo
8 clX, A+Mjp,v.J +



2

+ 2 h

+ \ h “ hMx,*h + hxx,
Gauge transformation:

+ g (h )
Non-zero first order commutator:

P €1

spin 2-5/2-5/2 2D

First order lagrangian:

= (4<P -2cpLl -<l>'

)-2<p-

)}
)

Gauge transformation

E’ (20 +0‘+ €,

E" (R0

N.B.

99

i 
8

h 
po,p po

+h 
P<

h po,p pO,V

i 
pv

lpK,vX+^vX,

+ Cp,v

+ R 
PV

h 
pv

h 
pv

h 
PP

i h h 
pv vp,o po,p

, v^oo

pv,XE

VK, pX+hpX, VK
With ciJ » cji

h pv

h
P PP

’\k

Here E* H 
pv

+ ^P

- 3/2 h 
pv,p

h h iv pp,o vp,o

i C +h 
pv,p p

+ h h 
pv |

.vVp'

pXYpY<^ pv

’x/^XpWV
. XpYpYo^ oX

P>P _ ^2P,P^1P

0‘ 
UP

i. “^(h
X<»pv |and R .pvX<

8 clj</ pv

*5 h h 1 pX.X pp,p

pvYpYX^ Kp

pv,K,p'r pX+2^ pvYpYpYXYo^ OK

,1.^ 4-V2J*

+ i g

+ R <-2* %x+3/2*
= h . +h. pv, Xk

vp>-stands for ^(H +H pv

(R .1 pvXK

h h h pX, X pp, p on

- pX X, v
Y eJ

pvX<TX i

£ pv p,p

h h )P pa,p po

h - \ h.. h h l oo XX,p pp,p oo

1 h h pv XX,p pp,v

transformations one needs to

k ^poXk^v^o^k

- hpvh

the correct gauge 
use the so-called Schouten identity. This identity simply states that in four 
dimensions fully antisymmetric tensors vanish if their rank is higher than ok 
equal to five.

h + C + € pv P, v ^v,p

+ E p,v + e v,p

+ h h h + pv,p pv,p oo

To show that these are

i £ +h PP P,v |

i h po,p vp,o

Li =



Non-zero first order commutator:

0(g2)

<E1 )with i c

spin 3—0-0 2D

First order lagrangian:

)1-1

-3 .aXX*'
ji

Gauge transformation

4> ,ap^ap

No non-zero first order commutator.

spin 3-1/2-1/2 2D

First order lagrangian:

Ll

+2<>J

Ji

Gauge transformation

- 2/3 .)

100

L

h pv[6 ,6 1 h 
e2 el pv

*aPy

+

app

1
’ 6

1
24 c

with Clj =

.aPY 

(?
c*1

(^ap

with Cij ”

(5-0) '
PP

,aVJ,Y

(*apY

< *aPy ♦‘.a^.y ’ W^W.X 

l,xTx*J,«+ ^.xWp^.p^

^-3* 1 
,ap‘

+ S«.P

1
£1 X

*apy + ^ap,y + S“>P

8 c * >ap

■ *J,y+3‘1’1 .a1”3, Py"*1*3,<xPY 

,XX*\a

fe2»Ellp

*apy + ^apy + 5ap,y + £py,a

A <► / + g clj aJ

(^nn=0) =PP

+ 50Y,a

t’p65pa,6'*'J,a

6 r g[E2.Ell
ij x^x - X'



No non-zero first order commutator.

2spin 3-1-1 D

First order lagrangian:

=Ll

jiwith and >p"

aGauge transformation

+ g c+ d

No non-zero first order commutator.

spin 3-372-3/2

First order lagrangian:

,)(rLl

ji and

Gauge transformation

+ c.
with(Y<P

No non-zero first order commutator.

2Dspin 3-2-2

First order lagrangian:

101

i

-in. 
ym-

'ya.p

. ’0) : 
PP

j ■

P“'A1 
p-

J 1 crp\x

+ d e 
P

, =0) : 
PP

cij - = A 
PV

■ inapF pvF pv,Y 

a\

with c1J -

pa,pF

r\v

<F\AfM
. i 

P»v

M.P

r+MF

PYr

,VF PY

+ €PY.“

j 
pa,p

+ 5Py,<x

|ivY aF pv'

-

i clj

D = 2

My My + M,y 
a1 iM.1- 

p p

My
F1

Xp

- *
i11p+2M)i’oa\x

My

=

<3MF

. </ . 
v,p

p 

yj 
p

My * My + M>y 
i , . i. ij 

' R + a..e + 8 c
j 

p



Ll + 8

h1+ 2

- % h+ h h

+ 3/2 h1
ap.Y +

- %
- 7/8H1

+ 7/16 h h

))Y°>Xp yo, Xo Xp

(€.Gauge transformation

4 C

8 5

+ 4 412

+ 4 + 16 2

j+ 24 + 8 + 9 ,C

- 6 + 8

h + C + C

E’ - 4 (Ji

+ 4 - 12 <> — 8 <J>

- 8+ 8 4>

+ 4+ 8 4> + 8 4> 4 4>

- 4 4> + 12

102

_ £
8

p“>Py 

. hl

j
' X,Xy

h1
I YP

1
Xp, o>

pv,y
\xv

aP.Ykp

j
pp.Py

ppp.Xv^

lh pp

j 
P,X

p.p,Xoo

hi 
' oa

hi
- vv

pvY,XC

•3 .
’ v

h1
PP

h1 I
i pp

PP>Y^

Xp,

A’x

PP.pX

oo,yXp

aX, Xh

1,1 Y*

TVv*a0Y. a0C Y

w 
+ 32 h1

> C
PPP

c 
P*Y

aX,ph

h\ hJ 
Xp

- h1

. -0) : 
PP

^h1

16 h1

XPC

XpC

12 ’V^PPY, XXC\ + 4 *P*Y

+ 12 * C 
PPY.P

X>Y

PC

h1

----- Cij E"
16 C L

> C pvy,p

” 8tA’ 
«P

> Cix vy

C 
PPH

- 8 * , ,
pXp.Xv p

’ Y,XX

V
24 h1

3/16 h1

+ 8 h1

naph YX,XpC

h1
pv

YX,PC

..X^Y.X

aX,Xp^ y

16 hl-= Ax 
i

+ I h

Xp,Xpy

hj 
rX yc,P

, v i J with c

^aPY * *apY + SaP,Y + ^py,a

X,PY 4 n“Ph Xp.p5 X,Y ^ap1

+ 8 h1^ + 8n_„h\.c\>Xp

h1

+ \a,p

X,Xy

T1aph Xp,Y<’ X,p

h1 
YP 

aP.X^^Y.X 

h1 r 3 
’ PP.Y^ X,X

aP,Xy^ XJ

,XX?Jp

O h 
pv.aPY

X Xhj 
pX, X

i
aX,Xp“Py,p

h Xp,XphJ

b1 hj 
yX,X pp,oo

hi
' pp

j
co, y

x hi
Xp,p

h1I I
YP.Xa

+ 3/8 h1 . . ,
pX.Xyp

9/16 hiXp,Xph

2 h1

aP.XX^ y + 8T,«p'

T|aph yXC P,pX

h* Cj
aX,py *

, h1

r aP,Y^

i

i |

«P>YP

pX,ohJ

hi
■ pp>p

, hj , + 
Xp,y oo,Xp

- % h1 hj 
Xp, a

- -.i1

( 8 WJv,«P

TVv<t>ppy*’ X,Xy

pplx,XX^ v

J 
X,Xv

J
' Y>P

^aphl:

,XXC^y

3p,x ’

■?jX

PP,“P

1 , O h 
aX,pp

x xhJ 
pX,X

+ ”«p( - hl 

' 3/2 A.xy' 
+ 3/16 h1

- ciJ *aPY Ab1, 
_ 3 1 j 1

8 b pn.aph vv.y h

YP.X

pa.XY

,3 
aX.p1' Py.pX

% h1 hi
aX pp,XPy

yX, c?1 pp,Xo

pX,yh'

i1 h 
Xp

2 h\ hj
Xp yo,oXp

pv,aph 

px,pn
- h1

rJ - 
Xp,Xp y

A-
i

pv

■J
’ v,y

1 1 
pp,apy

j
pp,pX

+ 2 h1

^aPn,ap^

J
X

+ 16 ‘•’pap.v^a.p

+ 7 *ppX,Xv?Jp

+ 4 $ , ?i,
ppX,pv X

T) 4 CJ
bpv’ppY^ Y>XX

,XXcJY

j 
v,XX

c aXA

^apb Xp,pY

h pp,apC Y

A J 
' X



6

E' (12 h + 12 h

16

J8, v^pa,X

stands for ^(H ) and

for 1/6(F +FE" f«Py YPa
(modulo gauge parameter redefinitions)Non-zero first order commutators:

o(g2)

)with

+ 0(g2)

[C,&]with

spin 3-5/2-5/2 2D

First order lagrangian:

(The following notation is used:

P P PP

of course

L1 =

- 51

- % ¥ x<p- + k y

- <!•■-+ *

- %+ 0--- \ + <l>'

+ \ <V+ % 0’ Xp Xp.p,Pp

103

ap

pX,X^pa,a

Here E' H 
pv

vX,a^pa,X

j 
p,X

aX

hJ 
U'

- T1
a,

aX,vX^

pp,xC

+ 8 h po

Xp4,

-\p

j
' ap.PX

Xp, a

a^pa

hJ E 
vp,ap pa

PY +

i
P

'n +F 
pya

« +F 
PaY

+ 1
8

and <|>j.)

'Cl] *aPr =

= 4‘iJ

16 hj

+F 
Yap‘ n +F 

aPY

6g[C2,Ci] My + 

«.x^2^p,x 

h1 
pv

iv^pa,pa

+ 8 hJ6eWe

afA

- bi R ap

®“V«pp> V*app> Vp^PP’

+ 16

the Y-raatrix thought to be between <p

apjXp4*

J a,pXv yX

' XY,ap

+H 
pv vp

6e,e^pv,6 

npvhd

. cj 
npvvppX,Xp^ p

clj £' (12 hj
l^.p

ayf?’

m. 
ap,p

- i W1 y 
>a

r 1 r J 
p.X^2 PAa.X1’2152.ClI^

(6^,6,] h1 
L 5* |XV 6g[C.5]

= g c1J C,

ij( M/^X.xAy + ^X.a^PY.X + % ^X.X^PY.a 

xAx.0 + ^X.ap^XY + VpY.aX

J - ?1a'i'J,PY)

aX.P^

a,PY

+ aX,Xp^ pp T * aX,pv pp,X

Xp,Xp + Xp,X^ ap,p ^P,P^

ap,p ,p * ap ,0p Xp,ap*

’ 4 Mx.Xp^p)

J £ +3
pv,p^pa,a

+ 4 hj

ap,Xv Xp,p

j
>p

J 
,0

vX,X^pa,a

8 hj



- w1 51

,x
i1

+ <P- + <p

+ + 5.

{ \ e1 j+ g

)>P

P.X

104

+ *a (-Ij?1

- 3/2 51x4'J

- 1/8 T1

+ k s>

- Wx,x
~ J

w0):

+ <v 

A>

ap - * 

- k ?

=0 and 
PP

- k e

e3 
P

- k (® YPe

e‘J r

+ 2 %xPV

+ *pXp,pTaE :

p.XX4' i

Y“.P

E a^p^yX

+ 1/8 e1 
P

XYp4 PY.X

Xp.Y

p,xyx'

Y.PYX4 Xp

px?j

j
ap,p

- 3/4 <|>3
: X,a Xp,p

X.a3^

.)

xV

+ g Cij

^pvXE p,pX

■* vJ

p£

+ k S 
I*

+ (♦ .i
P.X

3/2 *PY.*X'’ X

+ k Yv ( - *

J _ - w
X,pa ^pXjp^ p,X

- k « .e3 . + 3/2 «> .i
,X p,X ,pX

+ E\,a

’pX,pYpYaE K,a

- 3/2 ® . e3 
pX,|X 

j

*“Py * *“Py + ^ap,Y 

x.xM^y + *

,aVJXY + V (’1/8 E‘

- 1/8 e1

4>3 +
a,X Xp,p

\l x x*j 
pX,X pa,a >(J 1

X.p^ap.X ’ 3/2 rX*J«p,pX ’ * ^X.pAp + 

+ 3/4 ’Vxp.ap - 1/8 ^X.x/ + 3/8 51X,X’ 

+ 1/8 ’Xxa + ^a.Xp^Xp +

+ ^pX.X^^a '

with clj = -cJ1.

^pvX,XpE

+ 2 ($ .£■ 
PPX

e\:

. </ Hv

+ (%v,XYp

" (Wx£' 
j 
p,p

pE v,X +

X ’ *X,!

T \ C. 

X,v p X,Xv

+ %X,pE p,X 9\pz p,xp

*pxeJp,xp " 2 (*xp,peJ; 

A

Gauge transformation (£

+ 9 .e3 ,
pp,X p,X

x\p

+ *,xeJx,p - *x,pVJp,x

«,xx*J - ^x.x*

-J AX,p Xp,a

+ 1/8 51

a,PVJ + ^XV

VJpy + k ^pM'

Y^fx4, Xp,p 1/8 E y.PYX4' Xp 1/8 E X,XYp4' YP

- 1/16 e1y,xVJ + 1/8 e1yyx<x - 1/8 e1x,yyp*JXp - 1 e1

+1/8 A.xV^ >

Y ej 
pvYp X,X

+ 2 ^ppX.v'A^.p

L (*ppX,XE v3 ,p 

v,Xp + JX,XE v,p

, + k 'S'C3,
X,v X X,pv 

J

x\p

.. J ) 
>P V .P

pvX,pe p,X ^pvX,Xe

A+ 5/2 %!
EJ 

pv

V I - %X,vY, 

(*pXYpE v,x\p

JP - 2 *!

Jv,p\x '

’>,x'

J

,XYy4' px

1 + e 
v.P

+ k (®, 
>P 
J )
’ ^.X^.p

\a

■ k ’"a^Xp.Xp 

Px,x<p

+ 2 *X,Xp'

+ *PPX>XE p,v

- k * e3 
P.v

PY>o

Py,X 

j 
' PY.X

- k e

1
Xp,ap

T1



- k ®,

,O

p,X

+ (5

- 5.

2
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X.p

+ 3/4

X,a

)}

,xV

■ P>

2 *X,aa

+ <W'
>

v, pX

+ 6 w’Vp

,Xa

■(*x.p'

,p + ^vX.pWVa - <SxYpY/

- ^xVZ.c’.c' *vX,Z

• - J

X,v>,p

, - 3 %X*

- \ , Tj
pX,v

pX,p^ Xp,v

VpA.px)
- *x,-eJ

TJ
> Xv

J , 
pX, v

X,p ^ap,XYa^

WAp.pv + <^xYX

2 5-, . + %

v,X^,a

po, vX'o'1' pX ‘ ’pa,XYo^ pX,v

- 5/2 (£ .TJ ) . + \ C ' 
pX p, v , X pX, v |

iJ .) + 7^.Tj
vX ,p pX

’ ) + E
vp,pz,X vp X,Xp

*vX,aY</,X - * *vXYZ

- * WXx - * *Xp,pv< + WaV
,v + 3/2 *PX,pX< ’ 5/8 ^X.xVV

) +

+ * Vp£
+ 3/4

’ pX,pX 

pX, p.v

( - 2 <^X,aYXYp'fV

+ * ^vX.pVpVV ’ UvxW E,c'(0 ■ Sx.a1 X,a 

pX,v ~ ^PX,vYa*’ pX,o + 572 ^pXYa* pX.va 

, ’ 3/2 vlY^px ’ U, - -J 

v\x 

+ 7

^oX,vYo^ Xp,p

^Xpjpa^a*1 Xv

- *xo,xVJ

+ 2 ^x.x^c.p

+ (5PX,XYPYP<t'

p3* X,X7, p

,x\p

’"pp.v’

'jpX5 ,x

J
'pX,pv* pX

+ iYp

+ ^pX,aYpYaYE^ vX,e

+ ^PX,ovVjpX+ 3/2Sx,oVJ!

+ ^vp,XaYo^ pX + 3 ^vp,XYa^ pX,a

^pX,oYa^ pv,X. 5 ^pXYa^ vp,o\x

ov,XYa<i,jpx\p " ^vp.X^

. Y (|/J -2 F -
pa,X a pv,X

^vp,aYa^ pX,X

+ ^X^a^.Xv -

+ l’vaY</*’ pX.pX

^vX,XoYai' a

,X - 5X|

- 5/8
V

’p,XYpE X,p

+ 9/2 *x,pypeJx,p +

Vp ’ *cJx.xu

p.x’.a - * (*YX<<P,X + 3/4

•X+ 2<^Xpa,Xpe a ^Xpo8 a, Xp

E* t - '^.aVpV’.p

V.Zp ’ ^SxWV’.p 
px + (Wp’3x.v\p + 3 (Sx.p' 

’ 4 ^pX,X* pv,p 3 ^pX1*' pv,pX

Av - * SxX.v’V + * V

^..1 U + ^pX.p*

j
P,Xp

*x,pypeJ!

■ *X,XpYpE\

+ k v { * <%XY.
cJp\x + *xE

■ 5/4 5PX,PX*

,X " ^pX.v'*''

-

- %x*'

+ 7/4 *x,ppypeJx - * wVpp 

*E\,xx ■ *,xxE\ + *xp,xpE\

- VxyxeVp ■ 3/2 *■' 

(*XYpYaeJX,Zp ‘ -X,a 

A+5'4 *x,xeJp,p 

.3 )
pv,a ,p

+ <^v,xypA>.p 
3p',\x+ % (w,

+ (WJpv

+ 3 (w
" ^.p*'

- k 5

*X,XYPE

ej J 
o p,'7

j 
P,P

+ 8C13

V’.P ■ (5XaYXYp<1'

> o - ^xvV.,
j 
pv

,Jpp.X + 3/2 5pX,x’

+ ^pX.v^Xp^.p



k

+ 5/4 £

J }
stands for and

for 1/6(FE” Faf3Y

(modulo gauge parameter redefinitions)Non-zero first order commutators:

0(g2)*aPY
with

+ 0(g2)

[e.€] C-twith

ej )

spin 3-3-3 2D

N.B.

( -9/2 $a 3 <Ll

106

TXXp,p 
-

Here £' H pv

j
1 X

V

E P

> E
x\a + ^pX* ,pX

+ ^pX,oo^pX + %X* pXjOcr

+ * <W
■ ,P

2 S’X.Xa'^pa

Yp Y’(

* * apX* app.r

- 7 *a 4b
’ XXp,<r aPY* aPY.pa

a,x> - k
E a>P

f abc

= 1/3 c

VH +H pv

a?Y+F o +F yP«

a field redefinition

(P1 pv

■ .6 ] e2 Ei

aYP)*„+F Yap paY+F

XXp* 
3/2 <t>a

6 r» g[6

+ & 1^px,x

Pya+F-

+ ' ^pX,aYpYe<l’\O)

(^pX<1’ pa,

e>6d 
po,pXYpYXe o

<bc +
0OO,tX

"’rra.p

♦C o 
aPY.a

Ppa.r

6g[E2.Ell ^“PY +

13 fe,1 v eoj +
lE1 xV2 p,x +

’ ”ap (^'x^ez^.x P,XYpE2'iX)

+ ^pa,XYpYX

+ 2 5 ,pa,X

vp>

The expression given below is related by means of 

transformation to the first order lagrangian given in [23]. 

First order lagrangian:

^xV^a.X

- i 
El

( 3/2 «pX,XY/p>,a

,x\e * <^pX,XYpVJ),E

pX,pX^ ^pX,o^pX,o

b
' <jaa,p(

XXp* ,

*bappv ay\ta

4>C +3 d>\ d>b
r Tra,pp XXp,p Yooa,p

d»c - 6a xb
a0Y,<r apY>^P XXp, per apy

pyX,pa apx,r^ apo,X'

aiia,XYpE2

[6e>6fJ pv ’

1 - c13
p

'E2>£l’ap

P,XYaE2\



+ 12 <j>a
YPP.t

+ 3 $a-9/4 oa.
p°P>Pyaay, a

+9/2 <t>a 9PY°,a + PYO.OP Pyo

- 3 $a 6 ♦“«PY>Y +Py°»p

12 $a

- 10 0a

*\pO*’ - 12 *a
“PY.PO

Gauge transformation =0) :

+ 3 4>+ g f po

- 4 <J)2 4> YP,O
Here cyclic FaPy stands for F yap*

Non-zero first order commutator:

+ 0(g2)

(Ci - 2/3 5! A*2with (C2.C1)

-2/3 r.2 Ci- 4/3 + C2C2

x+ 2 C2- 1/3-4/3 52( C2
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b
apY.po'

,b «■
PPP

c
PP

c
1 pa

b
pa

c
! po,

c
! vp,X

b 
vp,X

c
! vX, p

b c
' app,a^

„ +F Py« '

pa, J

♦C x
i yaa,X

' n +F 
apY I

b C2' 
pv,pa z

■^aPY.a

Fa +
PY,a

,b !apa

>b epax,y i

C £ I 
! pv,pa<’1

b 
pa,X'

XXp^

^apY ‘ 

b 
pp

Fa 
Ya,P

4>C o
> apa

(5pp'

68[C2.Ci]

YO.p + naP

rc 
' PY,P°

♦C aay, a

a?p*

apY*

^C2,C1

aPX,p*

4b 4C + 
apy* apX,yp* Xpa,a

9 apX,a^ apy,X^ ypa,p^

^aPY

.a be 
cyi

4>C 
ypa

] ^PY 

f abc

XXa.p'*’

+ Ea + 
ap,y

Xpa,Xp^

apX,Xa^ apy,p

XXa,Py^

|b n <t>C 
aap,yv |

a
pv

b
pp,X'

b
.X^1 vX,p

XXp,p^

XXp,a^ aap,y^ |

- 15 <f>b o
XXp,cr aPy,yp

+ 6 (jia 4>b
apY.Y I

* ^aPY

cllc aPy,pa^

b o Cc 
“Pp.o

9 *a«RX r*baftv X*0 
apx,r apy,X

-5/4 <jia p4>b 4>c + 3 $3 4>b 4>c
XXa,P ppp,y aay,a <*Py XXp,a

b o 4»CO +3/2 <t»a 4>b o 4>c 
aap,y pya,ap XXp,pa aap,yv |

>b 4>C o + 6 4>b o 4>C o
ppa,a aPy,y XXp apy,y apa,ap

4) apy,a^ apa,yp + 9 XXp,ya^ aPy^ aPa,p

o 4>b 4>CO , , + 6 4>a _ 4»b . 4>c
aPy ppa,a paX,Xy aPy,a pXX,pa yap

,baPY'

4>c + 3 4>a 4>b 4>C +
r yXX,a apx,r aPy,r YPP,X

’bppP.Y*C

4>c +
ppa,a PaX,X

- 12 $a *b
apX,pa pyp

b«Pr,x*C

b * apx,a^ aPy,p^ YP°A 

with fabc-fbca=-fbac.

ppa, a

,b 4>c ,
Pyp,a y“p>x

,c J
’ UP >4

b ?pa.X
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Experimenteel zijn krachten
Verrassend is ditwaargenomen. 

krachten, als die bestaan, ’ 
met spin 2 te maken hebben, 
dan elektrische krachten die met spin 1 te maken hebben.

ten gevolge van hogere spin deeltjes niet 
niet, want we verwachten dat hogere spin 

veel zwakker zijn dan de gravitatie krachten die 
, zoals gravitatiekrachten weer veel zwakker zijn

deeltjes beschreven, 
In dit proefschrift worden 
tussen velden met hogere spin.
daad zulke eerste orde interacties bestaan. Wei is het zo dat hoe hoger de 
spin, hoe meer ruimte-tijd-afgeleides nodig zijn in de interactielagrangiaan.

zo, dat voor hogere spins net zulke lagrangianen te vinden zijn 
als voor massaloze spin-1 en spin—2 deeltjes? Ondanks het bestaan van eerste 
orde interacties blijkt dit niet het geval 
theorieen hebben elk de eigenschap dat als

waren er
en zelfs deze

te maken met

te zijn. De spin-1 en spin-2 
men alle andere soorten deeltjes

Theoretisch zouden zulke hogere spin krachten 
zijn doordat zij eventueel de afzonderlijke theorieen 
krachten in een breder kader zouden kunnen plaatsen of interne inconsistenties 
van de huidige theorieen kunnen oplossen. Wij denken hierbij aan supergravi- 
tatie, een theorie waarin massaloze spin 3/2 deeltjes een grote rol spelen. 
Het is goed mogelijk dat om gravitatie te quantiseren, supergravitatie onont- 
beerlijk is. Misschien zouden eventuele hogere-spintheorie'dn ook voor de 
oplossing van dergelijke problemen van belang zijn.

Tot voor kort waren er alleen theorieen die vrije massaloze hogere spin 
theorieen zijn er nog niet eens zo lang.

een stel eerste orde interacties geconstrueerd 
Het wordt duidelijk dat in het algemeen inder- 

Wel is het

Elementaire-deeltjesfyslca probeert de natuur op een zo fundamenteel mogelijk 
niveau te beschrijven. In de huidige beschrijving hebben alle soorten krach
ten te maken met de uitwisseling van massaloze deeltjes tussen bronnen die 
krachten op elkaar uitoefenen. Er zijn verschillende soorten massaloze deel
tjes. Een opzicht waarin ze van elkaar kunnen verschillen is hun spin, 
meeste van de bekende krachten, waaronder de elektromagnetische, zijn met mas
saloze spln-1 deeltjes geassocieerd. Gravitatie is met spin 2 geassocieerd. 
Een van de manieren waarin dit verschil van spin zich uit is dat gelijknamige 
elektrische ladingen elkaar afstoten terwijl door gravitatie massa’s elkaar 
juist aantrekken.
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consistence theorie overblijft.
Voor spin 3 wordt dit expliciet aangetoond in

Het wordt aannemelijk gemaakt dat oneindig veel 
consistente theorie

wegdenkt, er toch nog een 
het geval voor hogere spins, 
dit proefschrift.
hogere spins tegelijk een rol zouden moeten spelen in
van massaloze hogere spins met interactie. In het hier gebruikte formalisme 
zou dit een zeer ingewikkelde theorie worden. Het oneindig worden van het 
aantal ruimte-tijd-afgeleides lijkt er op te wijzen dat de theorie niet-lokaal 
wordt. Toch reduceert in de eerste orde benadering in de koppelingsconstante 
deze ingewikkelde theorie tot die van de relatief eenvoudige interacties die 
in dit proefschrift zijn beschreven.
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de Stichting voor Fundamenteel Onderzoek der
Een deel van dit onderzoek vond zijn weerslag in dit proefschrift.

Aan het onderwijs droeg hij bij door het verzorgen van diverse werkcolle- 
ges en het maken van een dictaat bij het college "Very dense states of matter 
in particle physics and early cosmology" van de Lorentz-hoogleraar prof.dr. L. 
van Hove. Ter ondersteunlng van het onderzoek werden zomerscholen in Cargese 
(1981) en Edinburgh (1983) bezocht.

Scheikunde met Wiskunde (N4).
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Gerrit Burgers, geboren op 17 januari 1957, behaalde in 1975 het einddiploma 
Gymnasium-|3 aan het Gymnasium Haganum in Den Haag. Daarna studeerde hij 
natuurkunde aan de Rijksuniversiteit te Leiden. Dit resulteerde in 1978 in

bijvak Wiskunde volgde in 1980. Tijdens zijn 
studie verrichtte hij experimenteel werk onder leiding van dr. E. Mazur in de 
groep Moleculaire Natuurkunde van prof.dr. J.J.M. Beenakker en prof.dr. H.F.P. 
Knaap. Vanaf eind 1980 werkt hij als wetenschappelijk medewerker in Leiden 
onder leiding van prof.dr. F.A. Berends op het gebied van de veldentheorie en 
de hoge-energiefysica. Eerst in dienst van de Rijksuniversiteit Leiden, nu 
binnen de werkgroep H-th-L van 
Materie.

het Gymnasium Haganum in Den Haag, 
de Rijksuniversiteit te Leiden. Dit

het kandidaatsexamen Natuurkunde
examen Natuurkunde met
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Tot de promotie wordt met het oog op de beperkte 
ruimte in de senaatskamer uitsluitend toegang 

verleend op vertoon van een uitnodiging.

N.B. Met tl/drovende parkeermoellljkheden bl) het Unlversltelts- 
gebouw moet nog altljd rekenlng worden gehouden

Receptie na afloop van de promotie in 
het Academiegebouw, Rapenburg 73, Leiden

Velen hebben bijgedragen aan bet 

proefschrlft. In het bljzonder wil 
stlmulerende samenwerklng met prof. H. 
dlscussies met dr.ir. F.A.

vermelden de 
van Dam, en waardevolle 

Bais en dr. M. de Roo.

tot stand komen van dit 
ik bier
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STELLINGEN

1.

2.

3.

t

x(t)

t»M2»m2

C(3) +u 36 66 6

Hier is u =
Cf. R.

5.

2 q

- ln(t/M2) + lit .
Barbieri et al., Nuovo Cimento 11A (1972) 824,865.

1
“ 3

[_lu3 + 19 2 + 265 + 1 A 
l36 72 u '216 6 6 1

Beschouw de QED bijdrage tot de 2e-orde-in-a vertexcorrectie van het 
elektron (massa m, lading e) ten gevolge van de vacuumpolarisatie van een 
ander soort fermionen (massa M, lading q.e). Als t de invariante impuls- 
overdracht op het elektron in de vertex is (met t>0 voor t tijdachtig), dan 
is de natuurlijke variabele om deze bijdrage in uit te drukken

[1+4(M2—m2)/t— [l-4m2/t]^
[l+4(M2-m2)/t]^ + [l-4m2/t]^

De Bel-Robinsontensor*)

Er is een natuurlijke generalisatie van het fotonenergiespectrum van 
begintoestand-stralingsprocessen, zoals e+e ■> p+p y , wanneer men hogere 
orde stralingscorrecties beschouwt. Deze generalisatie wordt gegeven door 
de differentiele werkzame doorsnede , waar s’ het kwadraat van de inva
riante massa van het geproduceerde muonpaar is.

kan in verband gebracht worden met een globale 
invariantie van de Einstein-Hilbertlagrangiaan onder een transformatie van 
de metriek, die in gelineariseerde vorm wordt gegeven door
6h = £P<rrd d d h .* pv p a r pv
' C.W. Misner et al., Gravitation, Freeman (1973), Ex. 15.2.

4. In de limiet t»M2»m2 wordt de QED bijdrage van een ander soort 
fermionen op de 2e-orde-in-a vertexcorrectie van het elektron (zie stalling 
3) gegeven door

19 x2 3355]
5 1296'*

Niettegenstaande het feit dat er geen representaties van GL(4) zijn die 
zich gedragen als spinoren onder de ondergroep van Lorentztransformaties, 
zijn er wel formele representaties van algemene coordinatentransformaties 
met deze eigenschap.
Dit proefschrift, Hoofdstuk VII.



6.

8.

een
Voor de totale verlieskans

=L(q,a,r|)

9.

D

G.J.H. Burgers Leiden, 27 juni 1985

waarbij F de kans op terugkeer is van de stochastische wandeling naar de 
oorsprong in afwezigheid van vallen en verlieskans.

7. Voor de simulatie van suspensies kan men beter een algoritme in termen 
van de twee-deeltjefrictie dan in termen van de twee-deeltjesmobiliteit 
kiezen.

Bij de toekenning van kernspintoestanden aan de rotatie-energieniveaus 
van een molecuul in een kristalveld hoeft men met de spiegelsymmetrie'dn van 
de rotatiepotentiaal geen rekening te houden.
D. van der Putten en N.J. Trappeniers, Physica 129A (1985) 327.

I

Beschouw een stochastische wandeling op een oneindig puntrooster met 
Laat q de dichtheid van de valpunten zijn,

lim q-»-0 a->0

random geplaatste valpunten.
r| de kans op ontsnapping bij aankomst in een valpunt, en laat er tevens 
verlieskans a per stap zijn. Voor de totale verlieskans L(q,a,r|) geldt:

Het type algebra’s van transformatieregels van velden dat nu als "op de 
massaschil sluitende algebra’s" pleegt te worden aangeduid, had men beter 
"algebra’s voor een bepaalde actie" kunnen noemen.
Dit proefschrift, Hoofdstuk IV.

10. Kenmerkend voor de relatie tussen een drogreden D van de categorie 
argumentum ad misericordiam en de conclusie C die D pretendeert te 
beargumenteren, is dat D weliswaar niet C ondersteunt, maar wel een door C 
ondersteunde conclusie C’. Aan het argumentum ad misericordiam ligt dus 
de drogreden van de bevestiging van de consequens ten grondslag.


